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COMMENCEMENT CEREMONY
The exercises of the one hundred and third annual commencement are enacted
today at the University of Kentucky. The counterpart of the pageantry is enacted each
year on campuses all over the world. It is the solemn climax and recognition of the
graduates' years of study and preparation for responsibility.
The following description of the academic pageantry is provided for your interest.
PROCESSION
The procession, which forms on the Avenue of Champions, will enter the Coliseum
through the south entrance. It is led by the University Marshal and followed by the
Color Guard carrying the National and State flags and the University banner. The
University Marshal is bearing the ceremonial mace, emblematic of the authority of the
State and the University. Led by Student Marshals the candidates march behind the
identification banner of the respective colleges which recommended them for their
degrees.




The order of march is as follows:
The candidates for degrees:








School of Allied Health Professions
School of Home Economics
School of Library Science
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As the candidates reach their seats, the members of the faculty of the University of
Kentucky march into the Coliseum wearing the colorful hoods of the colleges and
universities from which they were graduated. The climax of the procession brings to
the platform the Trustees of the University, the Deans of the various colleges, honorary
degree recipients, alumni award recipients, University of Kentucky Research Foundation
faculty research award recipients, Philip D. and Elsie O. Sang award recipient, Sullivan
award recipients, the Vice Presidents, guests, state officials, and finally the President of
the University. The Trustees of the University can be identified by their blue gowns
with white panels. They wear blue caps with blue tassels.
ACADEMIC ATTIRE
All candidates for degrees and those who hold these degrees, including University
officials, faculty, and visiting dignitaries, are attired in traditional cap and gown. The
basic color for most caps and gowns is formal black. However, recipients of different
degrees wear distinctive tassels on their caps (called mortarboards), and hoods, draped
down the back of the gowns, of various hues.
CAPS
Candidates for Bachelors' and Masters' degrees wear the regulation cap with the
tassel appropriate to the school or division from which they are being gr- {uated, with
the exception of those who already hold Doctors' degrees and are privileged to wear
gold tassels. Except during the positioning of the Colors, the playing of the National
anthem, and prayers, men in academic regalia are requested to wear their caps. The
















The gown for the Bachelor's degree has pointed sleeves. It is designed to be worn
closed. The gown for the Master's degree has an oblong sleeve, open at the wrist, like
the others. The sleeve base hangs down in the traditional manner. The rear part of
its oblong shape is square cut and the front part has an arc cut away. The gown is
designed and supplied with fasteners so that it may be worn open or closed. The
gown for the Doctor's degree has a bell-shaped sleeve on which are three velvet bars
(usually black hut sometimes other colors depending on the degree).
HOODS
The Bachelor's hood is rather short with a narrow velvet edging of the appropriate
color (see list under tassels) and a lining in the color or colors of the institution-blue
and white at Kentucky.
The Master's hood is considerably longer, has a wider velvet edging, and exposes
more of the lining. The outside velvet trim color designates the degree which the
person is receiving.
The Doctor's hood is easily recognized by the width of the velvet edging, the
wide panels at either side, the greater length, and the full exposure of the lining. The
colors of the edging most frequently seen are blue for philosophy, green for medicine,
and purple for laws; the colors for the honorary Doctors' degrees are purple for laws,
white for letters, and golden yellow for science.
Candidates for honorary degrees do not wear the hood until after the degree has
been conferred; part of the ceremony of admitting a candidate to his honorary degree
consists in his being formally invested with the hood.
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ALMA MATER"
Hail Kentucky, Alma Mater!
Loyal sons and daughters sing;
Sound her praise with voice united;
To the breeze her colors fling.
To the blue and white he true;
Badge triumphant age on age;
Blue, the sky that o'er us bends;
White, Kentucky's stainless page.
Hail thee ever, old Kentucky!
Glorious is thy heritage;
Proud thy name and thy traditions;
Proud thy place on history's page!
May we ne'er forget thy fame
Mother of the great and free;
May we 'er uphold thy name,
Old Kentucky, hail to thee!
'" W cuds by Josephine Funkhouser
Music by Carl A. Lampert
THE NATIONAL ANTHEM
Oh Say! can you see, by the dawn's early light,
What so proudly we hailed at the twilight's last gleaming?
Whose broad stripes and bright stars, thro' the perilous fight,
O'er the ramparts we watch'd, were so gallantly streaming?
And the rockets' red glare, the bombs bursting in air,
Gave proof thro' the night that our Hag was still there.
Oh, say does that Star-spangled Banner yet wave




Otis A. Singletary, President
PROCESSIONAL
STAR SPANGLED BANNER (Francis Scott Key)
INVOCATION The Reverend Homer Nutter
Lexington
INTRODUCTION OF GUESTS President Singletary
GREETINGS-ALUMNI ASSOCIATION Mr. Joseph Creason
REMARKS President Singletary

















Acting Dean Joseph Massie








School of Allied Health Professions
Dean Betty Jean Brannan
School of Home Economics
Dean Lawrence Allen
School of Library Science
Dean Ernest Witte
School of Social Professions
ALMA MATER . (Carl A. Lampert)
CONFERRING OF DEGREES President Singletary
RECOGNITION OF RECIPIENTS OF ALUMNI
GREAT TEACHER AWARDS .. ....... President Singletary
PRESENTATION OF UNIVERSITY OF
KENTUCKY FOUNDATION FACULTY
RESEARCH AWARDS Vice President Lewis Cochran
PRESENTATION OF PHILIP D. AND
ELSIE O. SANG AWARD .. President Singletary
PRESENTATION OF SULLIVAN AWARDS President Singletary
Professor Holman Hamilton, University Orator
CONFERRING OF HONORARY DEGREES ........ ........... President Singletary
Professor Hamilton
BENEDICTION The Reverend Joseph J. Rueter
Lexington
RECESSIONAL











...Degree awarded August 6, 1969
.11' Degree awarded December 20, 1969
1) /0;. Degrees not previously awarded will be con-
ferred May 11, 1970, if all requirements are met
Graduate School
Dean: Lewis Wellington Cochran
Doctor 01 Philosophy
Arvil Van Adams, Lexington
Major: Economics
Dissertation: "A Study of Negro Employment Patterns in Metropolitan
Memphis, Tennessee"
Norris Eugene Alderson, Santa Fe, Tenn.
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "Post-Prandial Changes in Ovine Ruminoreticular Motility
and Emptying Rate"
Mary Regalis Althauser" <1>, Lexington
Major: Microbiology
Dissertation: "Immunological Relationships Among Viruses of the Rhab-
dovirus Group"
Clyde Thomas Bates (10 <1>, Georgetown
Major: Economics
Dissertation: "The effect of a Large Reservoir on Local Government
Revenue and Expenditure"
Joyee Hamilton Berry, Lexington
Major: Education
Dissertation: "The Rorschach Inkblot Test as an Indicator of Empathy"
Richard Francis Bieker, St. Anthony, Ind.
Major: Agricultural Economics
Dissertation: "Social and Economic Determinants of the Educational
Achievements of Selected Eleventh Grade Students in Rural Kentucky:
An Exploratory Study"
Donald Wayne Bogie, Frankfort
Major: Sociology
Dissertation: "Sociocultural Differences Among Three Areas in Kentucky
as Determinants of Educational and Occupational Aspirations and
Expectations of Rural Youth"
Bruce D. Bowens ", Ann Arbor, Mich.
Major. Political Science
Dissertation: "The Paradox of Voting: A Theoretical and Empirical
Examination"
Benjamin Charles Brewster, Ncw Salisbury, Ind.
Major: Mathematics
Dissertation: "Classes of Finite 1t-Closed Groups and Their Covering
Subgroups"
Johnnie Larry Call, Lexington
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "Circulatory Nitrogen and Energy Sources in Sheep Treated
with Insulin"
Michael Lipscomb Campbell"", Nashville, Tenn.
Major: Psychology
Dissertation: "Premorb'idrty and the Generalization of Conflict in
Schizophrenics"
Donald Keith Carson 1>''',Georgetown
Major: Diplomacy and International Commerce
Dissertation: "Richard Olney: Secretary of State, 1895-1897"
Nada Chang, Columbia, Mo.
Major: Anatomy
Dissertation: "Gonadotrophin Secretion: Role of the Central Nervous
System and Gonadal Feedbacks"
Robert Eloi Chanteloup ", Lexington
Major: Sociology
Dissertation: "Meaning Consistency and Hyperorthodoxy: A Study of
Catholic Religious Beliefs"
Allen Kirby Chelgren, Hazard
Major: Mathematics
Dissertation: "Defect Groups and the Radical of a Group Algebra"
Kuo-Ching Chung1>''', Lexington
Major: Physics
Dissertation: "The (n,n'o) Reactions as a Tool for Nuclear Spectroscopy
Near A=70 and at A=27"
Pauline Rose Clance'", N. Olmstead, O.
Major: Psychology
Dissertation: "The Effects of Different Reinforcement-Punishment Con-
tingencies Upon the Occurrence of Aggressive Behavior"
William Bramwell Clifford IP''', Raleigh, N. C.
Major: Sociology
Dissertation: "Variations in Value Orientations and Fertility: A Study in
Social Demography"
Carole Jean Coffeeu, Shop Springs, Tenn.
Major: Biochemistry
Dissertation: "Cluconate Metabolism in Pseudomonas: A Study of
Gluconokinase"
Frederic Mull Crawford, Jr.", Murfreesboro, Tenn.
Major: History
Dissertation: "The Mercure Historioue Et Politique 1715-1781: A
Critical Analysis"
John Joseph Crowden, Berea
Major: Sociology
Dissertation: "Alienation Among Low-Income People in Appalachia"
Nancy Ellen Curry, Nashville, Tenn.
Major: French
Dissertation: "The Life and Works of Emile Gaboriau"
David High Darst, Pinehurst, N. C.
Major: Spanish
Dissertation: "A Structural Analysis of the Prospera and Adversa Fortuna
De Don Alvaro De LU1W Attributed to Tirso de Molina"
William Richard Davis, Jr.", Macon, Ga.
Major: Spanish
Dissertation: "The Role of the Virgin in the Cantigos de Santa Maria"
Gabriel Angel de los Heyes"", Auburn, Ala.
Major: Spanish
Dissertation: "Etimologia Y Significado Del Vocabulario Contenidc en
Los 'Lucidarios' Espaficles"
John Edgar Diller", Meursault, France
Major: Diplomacy and International Commerce
Dissertation: "The Comparative Gains From International Manpower
Transfers"
James Edwin Dublin", Lexington
Major: Psychology
Dissertation: "Reactions of A and B Therapist 'Types' to Verbal Non-
Immediacy in Neurotic and Schizoid Communications"
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Thomas P. Dunn \l \l, Bowling Green
Major: Sociology
Dissertation: "Selected Personality Dimensions and Favorableness to
Social Change: An Evaluation of Sorokin's Sensate and Ideational
Personality Types"
Paul Jon Eenigenburg ", Lexington
Major: Mathematics
Dissertation: "Rate of Growth and Boundary Behavior in Some Classes
of Univalent Functions"
James Joseph EganU, Covington
Major: Physics
Dissertation: "Study of (p,n) Reactions in 5lV and <lSZn"
John Hazle Ellis, Georgetown
Major: Soil Science
Dissertation: "Diffusion of Copper, Manganese, Zinc, and Iron in Clays"
John Thomas Fangman", Ft. Mitchell
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "Structural Elucidations and Reactivity of Some Cobalt(III)
Complexes of Amino and Malonic Acids"
Randel Allen Flowers", Lexington
Major: Plant Pathology
Dissertation: "Ecology and Host-Parasite Relationships of Phytophthora
Parasitica Var. Nicotianae"
Arnold Perry Foster, Madisonville, Tex.
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "Rumen Microbial Responses to Proline"
William Galati°, Seabrook, Md.
Major: Physics
Dissertation: "Differential Cross Sections of 3.0 to 6.9 MeV Neutrons
Scattered from 1Jl C, and Exited States of aa C"
Kochuparampil Mammen George, Kerala, India
Major: Sociology
Dissertation: "Family Structure and Fertility Among Lower Class Negroes:
A Study in Sociol Demography"
Chitta R. Ghosh 0, Lexington
Major: Microbiology
Dissertation: "The Relationship of the Immune Response in Infectious
Mononucleosis to Antigens From Microbes and Human Cell Mem-
branes"
John Michael Gibson, Madison, Wis.
Major: Physiology and Biophysics
Dissertation: "A Theoretical Analysis of Masking Phenomena in Audition
and Vision"
Mary Morton Gibson, Madison, 'Vis.
Major: Physiology and Biophysics
Dissertation: "Neurophysiological Correlates of the Acoustic Modulation
Envelope: Single Units in the Cat Cochlear Nucleus"
Judson Clark Cray", Louisville
Major: Sociology
Dissertation: "Confession and Worldly Behavior in Switzerland, 1200-
1900: A Post Facto Intersocietal Experiment"
Henry Gaston Criggs ", Lexington
Major: Biological Sciences
Dissertation: "Studies on Recovery of Colpoda From Potentially Lethal X
and Ultraviolet Radiation Induced Damage"
Peter Michael Guzy, Washington, Pa.
Major: Biochemistry
Dissertation: "Studies of the Formation and Fractionation of Spheroplasts
of Saccharomyces Cerevisiae"
Ray Kenneth HammondH, E. Lansing, Mich.
Major: Biochemistry
Dissertation: "Isoprenoid Neutral Lipid Formation by Staphylococcus
Aureus"
Steven Earl Hannum 0, Phoenix, Ariz.
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "The Infrared Reflectance Spectra of CO Absorbed on
Oriented Rhodium Films"
Douglas Wilford Hetfleld" ", Memphis, Tenn.
Major: History
Dissertation: "Schwarzenberg's Gennan Policy 1851-1852"
Sarah L. Haycraft 4, Owensboro
Major: Psychology
Dissertation: "A Comparison of Three Psychophysical Techniques in the
Measurement of Cognitive Reinforcing Values"
Enrique Hoyos", Bogota, Columbia
Major: Spanish
Dissertation: "Temas Y Topicos En El Cancionero De Baena"
Kurt Linwood Huhtanen, Weymouth, Mass.
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "An Investigation of the Photochemistry of Methyl 4, 4,
4~Trlphenyl-g- Bu tynoate"
David Raymond Humberd, Cleveland, Tenn.
Major: Agricultural Economics
Dissertation: "A Multiperiod Analysis of the Effect of Selected Economic
Variables on the Optimum Growth Process of Three Case Farms in
the Mammoth Cave Area" •
Philip Wade Jeffress40, Bowling Green
Major: Economics
Dissertation: "Racial Employment Patterns in the Urban Mass Transporta-
tion Industry"
Larry Clinton Jenkins, Owensville, Mo.
Major: Agricultural Economics
Dissertation: "Adjustment Responses of Northwestern Kentucky Com-
mercial Farmers to Changes in Cost and Availability of Resources"
Douglas Barr John40, Charleston, S. C.
Major: History
Dissertation: "The Debate on British Military Air Policy 1933-1939"
James Lavaughn johnson't ", Athens, Ga.
Major: Agricultural Economics
Dissertation: "Fanners' Participation in the 1968 Feed Grain Program
Among the Commercial and Noncommercial Grain Producing Areas
of Kentucky"
William Weisiger Icbnson" ", Atlanta, Ga.
Major: Spanish
Dissertation: "The Poema de Jose: A Transcription and Comparison of
the Extant Manuscripts"
Thomas R. Kemp, Lebanon
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "Volatile Organic Constituents of Strawberry and Peach
Foliage"
Amy Patterson King, Lexington
Major: Mathematics
Dissertation: "A Class of Entire Functions of Bounded Index and Radii
of Univalence of Some Functions of Zero Order"
William Hugh Kipp"", Cincinnati, O.
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "1. Electron Density Studies of N,N~Dimethyl-p-Phenylazo_
aniline Analogues
II. Kinetics of Azobenzene Formation"
David Edwin Kisseloo, Lexington
Major: Soil Science
Dissertation: "A Study of Some Reactions of Acidity in Selected Kentucky
Soils"
George Chao- Tsi Kung" 4, Stevens Point, Wis.
Major: Mathematics
Dissertation: "Oscillation and Nonoscillation Criteria for Functional Dif-
ferential Equations"
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Howard Augustus Lee, St. Louis, Mo.
Major: Biochemistry
Dissertation: "Chemical and Biochemical Studies of the NAD+ -Pyruvate
and Pyruvate Analogue Adducts"
Henri K. Lese, Monroeville, Pa.
Ivfajor: Chemical Engineering
Dissertation: "Heat Transfer From a Horizontal Tube to a Fluidized
Bed in the Presence of Unheated Tubes"
Stephen Edward Lile", Hopkinsville
Major: Economics
Dissertation: "Interstate Comparisons of Family Tax Burdens"
Kathleen Elizabeth Lips, Louisville
Major: Physics
Dissertation: "Mixed Configuration Shell Model Calculations for Nuclei
With N::::28, 20 <Z2 28"
William Thomas Lipscomb, Lexington
Major: Physiology
Dissertation: "Neurophysiological Studies of the Superficial Medullary
Chemosensitive Areas for Respiration"
RonaldDale Long" ", Franklin, Ind.
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "Ruminal Histamine Response to Changes in Dietary Protein"
Richard G. Marois", Bowling Green, O.
:\lajor: Economics
Dissertation: "Commercial Bank Activity in the Municipal Bond Market:
1947·1967"
Terrence George Marsh", Lexington
Major: Biological Sciences
Dissertation: "Ecological and Behavioral Studies of the Cave Beetle
Durlingtonea Kcntuckeni$ Valentine (Coleoptera: Carabidae)"
GailMarie Matthews", Lexington
Major: Psychology
Dissertation: "Interpersonal Attraction and Stage of Learning as Deter-
minants of Social Facilitation"
Alan Stewart McCall", Cleveland, o.
Major: Economics
Dissertation: "A Statistical Study of Market Structure and Performance:
Small- and Medium-Sized Commercial Banks"
Margaret Suzanne McCroskery, Oswego, N. Y.
Major: English
Dissertation: "Tristan and Isolde: Four Dimensions of a Tale of Passion"
David Melvin McKownOt>, Walker, W. Va.
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "Application of Gamma-Gamma Coincidence Counting
Techniques to the Non-Destructive Activation Analysis of Meteoritic
Materials"
JamesWallace Middleton, Ir., Munfordville
Major: Agricultural Economics








Dissertation: "The EHect of Manipulation of Motive-Incentive Variables
in Acquisition on the Retention of Verbal Material"
Carroll Bruce Myers, Lexington
Major: Mathematics
Dissertation: "F-Torsionless and F-Reflexive Modules"
Cuessler Normand, Akron, O.
Major: French
Dissertation: "Henri Barbusse, MOJlde and the Dimensions of Commit-
ment, 1928-1935"
John LeRoy OmdahlH, Madison, Wis.
Major: Physiology and Biophysics
Dissertation: "The Influence of Dietary Calcium on Vitamin D3 Mediated
Processes in the Chick"
Georgia Pappanastos" t>,Milwaukee, Wis.
Major: Spanish
Dissertation: "The Heroic Ideal in Five Plays of Guillen De Castro"
John Richard Pfeiffert>f>, Colorado Springs, Colo.
Major; English
Dissertation: "The Child in Nineteenth-Century British Fiction and
Thought: A Typology"
Ralph L. Placet>, Muncie, Ind.
Major: Physics
Dissertation: "Angular Correlation and Gamma-Ray Branching Ratio
Studies of !OAr"
Glen Gray Possley"", Los Angeles, Calif.
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "The Infrared Reflectance Spectra of Co and OQabsorbed on
Oriented Nickel Films" -
Richard William Postma t>", Lexington
Major: Physics
Dissertation: "P-State Wave Function of the Two-Electron Atom and the
Absorption Coefficient of the Negative Hydrogen Ion"
Henry B. Potoczny", Philadelphia, Pa.
Major: Mathematics
Dissertation: "Some Generalizations of the First and Second Countability
Axioms" .
Thomas Conley Powell, Oneida
Major: Mechanical Engineering
Dissertation: "Fusion Power for Interstellar Flight"
Billy Reese Prebble" ", Laramie, Wyo.
Major: Economics
Dissertation: "Patterns of Land Use Change Around a Large Reservoir"
Teofila V. Rebagay", Mindanao, Phil.
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "The Determination of Zirconium and Hafnium in Meteor-
ites and Terrestrial Materials by Activation Analysis"
Robert Lloyd Rees, Lexington
Major: Education
Dissertation: "Educational Media in Higher Education: A Guide for
Educational Administrators"
William Kirk Richardson t>", Richmond
Major: Psychology
Dissertation: "An Investigation of Some Successive and Simultaneous
Operant Discrimination Procedures"
Gloria J. Roddey", Louisville
Major: English
Dissertation: "The Metaphor of Counsel: A shift from Objective Realism
to Psychological Subjectivism in the Conceptual Cosmology of Puritan-
ism"
Brian Scott Rungeling", Lexington
Major: Economics
Dissertation: "Impact of the Mexican Alien Commuter on the Apparel
Industry of EI Paso, Texas (A Case Study)"
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John H. Scalf, Jr.~, DeLand, Fla.
Major: Sociology
Dissertation: "Religion and Bureaucracy: A Study of the Relation
Between Goal Specificity, Bureaucratization, and Commitment"
Dennis Harold Schnack", Lexington
Major: Mathematics
Dissertation: "On the Coefficient Bounds for a Class of Meromorphic
Univalent Functions"
Peter Joseph Sehlinger, jr.", Louisville
Major: History
Dissertation: "The Educational Thought and Influence of Valentin
Letelier"
Edward Serdman" ", Winnipeg, Canada
Major: Psychology
Dissertation: "Patient-Therapist Compatibility in a Quasi-Therapeutic
Situation"
Sang-ok Chang SeoH, Lexington
Major: Mathematics
Dissertation: "Augmentations in Semigroup Rings"
A. Karim H. Shallal~", Lexington
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "The Effect of Different Supporting Electrolytes on the
Absorption of Alcohols in Tensammetry"
Robert Roland Sharp~<!, Lexington
Major: Agricultural Economics
Dissertation: "A Study of the Effects of the Eight-Man Logging Exemp-
tion, Under the Fair Labor Standards Act, on the Northeastern Logging
Industry"
John Kenneth Shaw, Lexington
Major: Mathematics
Dissertation: "Zeros of Partial Sums and Remainders of Power Series"
David Joel Sheskin, Teaneck, N. J.
Major: Psychology
Dissertation: "An Extension of the Concept of Personal Space"
James B. Shrewsbury", Princeton
Major: Education
Dissertation: "Individual Knowledge of Language Redundancy as a
Measure of Scholastic Aptitude"
Peter Robert Sinclair, Lexington
Major: Biochemistry
Dissertation: "Branching in the Electron Transport System of Haemophilus
Parainfluenute"
A. Edward Spitz", Terre Haute, Ind.
Major: Economics
Dissertation: "Some Determinants of Investing in Load or No-Load
Mutual Funds: A Statistical Analysis"
David Griffin Spruill", Raleigh, N. C.
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "Effect of Protein Level and Source and Iron Level on
Reproductive and Pig Performance and Certain Iron Related Con-
stituents of the Blood"
Charles Shannon Stokes, Athens, Ga.
Major: Sociology
Dissertation: "Family Structure and Fertility: A Social Demographic
Study"
Ann D. Survant, Lexington
Major: Foundations
Dissertation: "The Use of a Projective Drawing Technique as a Verbal
Stimulus in a Counseling Interview"
David John Trojan", Eau Claire, Wis.
Major: Sociology
Dissertation: "Diffuse Reference Group Influence and Academic Per-
formance"
Kenneth Paul Tucker, Louisville
Major: English
Dissertation: "The Dramatic Use of Divine Intervention in Elizabethan
Drama"
Robert G. Tumer"", Norman, Okla.
Major: Economics
Dissertation: "The Locational Characteristics of Kentucky and the Role
of the Kentucky Department of Commerce in the Location of New
Manufacturing Plants"
Philip Ray Utley"", Albion, Ill.
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "Water Restriction and Nitrogen Metabolism in the Bovine"
Gerald Lee Varland, Lexington
Major: Educational Administration
Dissertation: "Accessibility of the Public Schools in Kentucky for
Research Purposes"
Bandaru Venkateswarlu, Chirala, India
Major: Civil Engineering
Dissertation: "Bond-Slip and Cracking in Reinforced Concrete Beams"
Kenneth E. Webb, Jr~, Fairfield, O.
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "Renal Function and Adrenal Metabolism in Vitamin A-
Deficient and Normal Sheep"
Willard Wesley Weeks, Nicholasville
Major: Plant Physiology
Dissertation: "Physiology of Alkaloids in Germinating Seed of Nicotiana
Tabacum L."
Joseph Ernest Wiest, Cerro Gordo, Ill.
Major: Physics
Dissertation: "A Study of (p,n) Reactions in 53Cr and 15As"
Nancy Andrews Winkelman", Lexington
Major: Mathematics
Dissertation: "On the Existence of an Exponential Dichotomy for Ordinary
Linear Differential Equations in a Banach Space"
Suh-jen Chang Yau"", Lexington
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "Biological Characteristics of Toxic Fescue with Introduction
of a Small Animal Bioassay"
Anthony Wayne Young~<!,Kuttawa
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "Ration Adjustment Responses of the Bovine to Different
Nitrogen Sources"
Doctor of Education
Russell Bowen, Jr. ", Stanton
Major: Educational Administration
Dissertation: "A Comparative Analysis of the Perceptions of the Role and
Functions of Counselors, Directors of Pupil Personnel, and Social
Workers, Held by Principals, Teachers, and Pupil Personnel Specialists
in Selected Kentucky School Districts Which Have the 'Most' and
'Least' Pupil Personnel Specialists"
Owen David 'Collins, Jackson
Major: Curriculum
Dissertation: "A Study of the Academic Deanship in the Private Junior
Colleges in the Geographical Area Included in the Southern Associa-
tion of Colleges and Schools, with an Emphasis on Responsibilities
and Relationships as Perceived by the Dean"
Bernard Thomas Fagan, Lexington
Major: Vocational Education
Dissertation: "The Effectiveness of Three Different programs of Trade




Dissertation: "The Administration of Pupil Personnel Services: A Model
Development and its Application to Kentucky Schools"
Joseph Donlan Cormley", Versailles
Major: Educational Administration
Dissertation: "Dogmatism and Change in Teachers"
DorothyWhite Harkins, Richmond
Major: Special Education
Dissertation: "The Effect of a Motor Development Program on Motor
and Intellectual Abilities of Trainable Mentally Retarded Children"
Jim Gordon Henry, Richmond
Major: Foundations
Dissertation: "Child-Rearing Practices in Mountain County, Kentucky"
GeorgeG. Mcl.oughltn"", Maitland, Fla.
Major: Curriculum
Dissertation: "A Study of the Degree of Success of Junior College Music
Students in Meeting University Expectations"
JuliusC. Powell, Richmond
Major: Educational Administration
Dissertation: "Financing Public Higher Education Physical Plant Ex-




Joe Albert Adams":", Lima, O.
Major: Spanish
John Lynn Anderson, Petaluma, Calif.
Major:Geography
GerryMitchell Arthur" ", London
Major: Sociology




John Richard Barker, Lexington
Major: Diplomacy and International
Commerce
DamianAndrew Barthle" o. Lexington
Major: History










BarbaraKay Branum, Dallas, Tex.
Major:Mathematics
Howard Maxwell Heynolds"", Mt. Sterling
Major: Curriculum
Dissertation: "A Study to Develop Guidelines for Selected Administrative
Practices of the Directors of Athletics in Kentucky High Schools"
William Edward Steiden ", Lexington
Major: Curriculum




Dissertation: "The Normative Role of the Classroom Teacher"
Specialist in Education
Jack Elmo Creech 0• Richmond
Joanne Carr Dewttt", Owenton
Kenneth Lynn WallOco,Danville
James Curtis Wilds", Versailles




Oline Carmical, Jr., Lexington
Major: History
Carol Kay Cerwinoo, Lexington
Major: English
Daniel Irwin Cohens ", Brooklyn, N. Y.
Major: Psychology
Harvey H. Cohen", Lexington
Major: Communications
Charles Frederick Combs, Dayton, O.
Major: Diplomacy and International
Commerce
Robert Yates Cooke, Jr., Lexington
Major: Theatre Arts
Mary Eileen Coulson, Maiden Rock, Wis.
Major: Sociology
Michael D. Curley", Binghamton, N. Y.
Major: Economics
Shirley Kennedy Cutrero, Hammond, La.
Major: English
Joseph Wayne Danieloo, Lexington
Major: Mathematics




Douglas Darryl Davis, Hopkinsville
Major: Music
Kathryn M. Davis, Lexington
Major: Physical Education
Laura Muntz Derr" 0, Cynthiana
Major: English
Janis Dieruf ", Louisville
Major: French
Charlotte Balsiger Doctor", Lexington
Major: English
Albert Francis Eldridge", Lexington
Major: Political Science
Donald Edwin Ellerman, Lexington
Major: Diplomacy and International
Commerce
Richard Lee Engstrom" ", Lexington
Major: Political Science
Harriett Maricle Fewel", Lexington
Major: French
Mary Ann Fitts", Owensboro
Major: English
Robert James Fletcher, Meadowbrook,
Pa.
Major: Diplomacy and International
Commerce
Jerry Allen Gaines, Paducah
Major: Political Science
Charles E. Garrison u, Lexington
Major: Sociology




Susanne Phelps Cilliam", Lexington
Major: English
Elizabeth Mabel Clock", Middletown
Major: Philosophy
Ruel Lars Oodbey", Georgetown
Major: Economics
Kathleen Walsh Greene, Lexington
Major: Spanish
Harry Mason Criggs", Lexington
Major: Economics
Robert Horace Crizzard", McLean, Va.
Major: Psychology
B. Donald Grose 0, Lawrenceburg
Major: English
Jock Douglas Gum0, Lexington
Major: Geography
G. Eugene Gunn °0, Lexington
Major: History
Jill Watkins Hall, Louisville
Major: Speech
Sarah Lee Hamilton 00, Carlisle
Major: English
Jimmie Lee Hancock, Henderson
Major: Sociology
JoAnn M. Hatchoo, Miller, S. Dak.
Major: Political Science
Virginia Floy Haughton", Tulsa, Okla.
Major: History
Charles Cortlandt Hay 111°0, Miami, Fla.
Major: History
Allen Kenneth Hess0, Bronx, N. Y.
Major: Psychology
Le Van Hoa, Saigon, Vietnam
Major: Sociology
James John Hoecker, Eagle River, Wis.
Major: History
Robert Vernon Hoskins Hl", Lexington
Major: English
Hans [ugen Hoyer, Warren Robins, Ca.
Major: Diplomacy and International
Commerce
Chen Hang Hsieh °0, Seattle, Wash.
Major: Diplomacy and International
Commerce
Dolores Weisbecker [acome" ",
Louisville
Major: Spanish
Robert Daniel Joseph, Grove City, O.
Major: Geography
Bonnie Adams Kelley, Lexington
Major: English
James Robert Kennedy, Lexington
Major: Physical Education
William R. Klem", St. Anthony, Ind.
Major: Economics
Kenneth Lee Kolson<> 0, Lexington
Major: Political Science
Timothy Eugene Kuryla, Lexington
Major: Political Science
Robert Arthur Ladner, Jr.o, Lexington
Major: Sociology
Gene Frederick Lannan", Marlow
Heights, Md.
Major: History
Barbara P. Lavters", Irvine
Major: Communications
Judi Mae Lawson, Winston-Salem, N. C.
Major: French
Robert Lee Losey" 1'>, Eubank
Major: Economics
Laura B. Luszczynska", Lexington
Major: French
Daniel D. Malone", Lexington
Major: History
Carolyn Sue Martin", Roanoke, Va.
Major: French
Paul J. Martinoo, Chicago, Ill.
Major: Psychology
Virginia Lee Marhts" ", Buffalo, N. Y.
Major: Sociology
Virginia Anne Mcfrermott", Amherst,
Wis.
Major: Communications
Joann McFerran, Fayetteville, Ark.
Major: Spanish
Barbara P. Mctcew", Hopkinsville
Major: History
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William Howard McNew", Ashland
Major: History
Kay Lynne Miller, Lexington
Major: Spanish
Suzanne Parker Miller", Lexington
Major: Psychology
Nelson Dann Mrlne" ", Vandalia, Mo.
Major: Diplomacy and International
Commerce
Manindra Kumar Mohapatra", Lexington
Major: Political Science I
Suzanne Shelton Moore, New Orleans,
La.
Major: Spanish
Marie Ann Morgan", Bossier City, La.
Major: French
Sandra Elaine Motte, Pendleton, S. C.
Major: Mathematics
Rachel Matheis Nett", Louisville
Major: English
Eldon Joe Nosarl", Lexington
Major: Economics
Janet Dee Ockerman", Danville '<,
Major: Sociology
L. MacKenzie Osborne", Carrboro, N. C.
Major: English
Philip Charles Palmgreen", Lexington
Major: Communications
Joanne Marie Parker", Lexington
Major: Communications
jo Anna Saegusa Price, Lexington
Major: French
Eugene Martin Hasmussen't ", Wilmore
Major: Sociology
Susan Spurr Reid 0, Louisville
Major: Political Science
Kittye Delle Robbins", Annadale, Va.
Major: French
John Damien Hotter", Clifton, N. J.
Major: Classical Languages
Donna Drinkard Rounsaville, Ft. Worth,
Tex.
Major: French








Carolyn Smith, Farmington, Mich.
Major: Spanish




Sandra Gilbert Spears, Georgetown
Major: French
Frank Bateman Stanger, jr.", Wilmore
Major: History
EmilyAnn Stansell, Saginaw, Ala.
Major: French




Susan WhitReld Streible, Lexington
Major: English
Elizabeth Hamby Sumner, Dawson
Springs
Major: Geography





Robbie Allen Tatum, Lexington
Major: Spanish
Richard Thalheimer" 0, Charleston,
W, v«.
Major: Economics
Charles Wellington Thomas Il", Prince
George, Va.
Major: Sociology
Jon Kent Thomas, Lexington
Major: Zoology
Thomas Nathan Tumilty, Lexington
Major: Psychology
William John walker", Niagara Falls,
N. Y.
Major: Physical Education
Joyce Hartsfield Wheeler" 0, Lexington
Major: Physical Education
Edward David White III, Louisville
Major: Economics
Odas Olden White, [r., Walkertown,
N.C.
Major: Spanish
Linda Louise Wills? 0, Springfield
Major: Communications
George Kenneth Wolfskill 0, Deerfield
Beach, Fla.
Major: English
Diana Ward Woodroof, Maysville
Major: Sociology
James Clarence Wright", Independence,
Va.
Major: French
Jack Andrew Yeager", Colorado Springs,
Colo,
Major: French
Ronald Kenneth Yeung.", Searcy, Ark.
Major: Political Science
Robert Nicholas Yurchuck", Somerville,
N. J.
Major: History
Kathleen Thomson Yzenbaard e 0,
Lexington
Major: German
Michael Turner Zwicker", Lexington
Major: Political Science
Master of Science
Betty Jane Addtngtons ", Gate City, Va.
Major: Microbiology
Annabel M. Bea, Lexington
Major: Physics
David Duane Berry, Huntington, W. Va.
Major: Mathematics
Barbara Woodruff BirgeOO, Lexington
Major: Zoology
Michael Arnz Brockman 0, Ft. Madison,
la.
Major: Mathematics
Robert Bruce Cameronoo, Lexington
Major: Psychology
Richard Caputo, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Major: Physical Education
Murray Key Clarkeoo, Russellville, Ala.
Major: Geology
William Everett Crouse 11° 0, Utica
Major: Statistics




Kathryn Ann Daniels", Lexington
Major: Psychology
Henry Merrick Darley, Lexington
Major: Physics
Thomas N. Dorsel, Ft. Mitchell
Major: Psychology
Alver ]. Dunbar", Texarkana, Tex.
Major: Physics
Chester L. Fields °0, Houma, La.
Major: Animal Sciences
Donald Lee Garren 0, Brevard, N. C.
Major: Mathematics
Randall Neal Catz" 0, Lexington
Major: Zoology
Laurence William Crossman't ", Berea
Major: Physics
Carter G. Hackney", Bowling Green
Major: Zoology
George Thomas Hine", Lexington
Major: Geology
Jack L. Kreider, Nicholasville
Major: Animal Sciences
John Tomlinson Lansdaleoo, Media, Pa.
Major: Economics
William F. Leach 0, Chicago, Ill.
Major: Physical Education
Pat Mei·Huei Linoo, Lexington
Major: Microbiology
jens Richard Lindemann", Chicago, IlL
Major: Economics
Bedford Rader Mcfflintic", Williamsburg,
W. v«.
Major: Physical Education
Foree Dennis Milnero, Glenview
Major: Economics
George William Noe, Paint Lick
Major: Physics
Kenneth William Patterson, Lexington
Major: Mathematics
Charles Edward Pemberton, [r.",
Lexington
Major: Physical Education
Louise V. Posrlev"", Lexington
Major: Entomology
Peggy Jane Pruitt", Louisville
Major: Physical Education
Kenneth D. Ratliff, Irvington
Major: Botany
James Hubert Hay", Melber
Major: Zoology
Robert Sherman Sand" "', Cortez, Colo.
Major: Animal Sciences
Dennis Alan Shaw, Lawrenceburg
Major: Mathematics
James Wilmer Small, jr., Lexington
Major: Zoology
Nancy Kiefer Socha':'", Lexington
Major: Microbiology
Norma Brown Sparks, Lexington
Major; Anatomy
James G. Stathis", Lexington
Major: Zoology
Karl William Swartz, Lexington
Major: Physics
Patricia G. Tarrant, Brandenburg
Major: Mathematics
Steven Frank Thomson, Lexington
Major: Mathematics
John Julian Tudor, Lexington
Major: Microbiology
Graham Karl Watkins", Lexington
Major: Zoology
Harriet Denise Wissel" "', Ft. Mitchell
Major: Psychology
Philip Robert Wyde, Lexington
Major: Microbiology
Master of Science in Agriculture
A. Sufian Abdulbari, Bogar, Indonesia
Major: Agronomy
Dale Thomas Anastasi, McKee
Major: Horticulture
George Edd Ballard", Berea
Major: Agronomy
Cluster R. Belcher", Lexington
Major: Agronomy
Richard Paul Cody, Lexington
Major: Horticulture
Miguel M. Dayawon, St. Louis, Mo.
Major: Horticulture
James W. Fegenbush, Jr.""", Louisville
Major: Agricultural Economics
Carl Bernard Fliermans", Lexington
Major: Agronomy
William R. Henning, Lexington
Major: Animal Sciences
Roslea johnston", Radford, Va.
Major: Sociology






Yan-Wan Liu", Taiwan, China
Major: Horticulture
Sahat Metondang" ", Lexington
Major: Agronomy
Carl Eli Miller, Irvington
Major: Animal Sciences
James Spalding Mudd", Springfield
Major: Animal Sciences
Prapan Nanthachai, Khon Kaen,
Thailand
Major: Horticulture
Aminuddin Parakkesi, Boger, Indonesia
Major: Animal Sciences
William Ray Phillippe, Kings Mountain
Major: Agronomy
Edward Odartei Quao", Kumasi, Ghana
Major: Agronomy
A. W. Rowland, Greenville
Major: Agronomy
Nawaratana Sermsri, Bangkok, Thailand
Major: Agronomy
Chalermwong Tirawat'" "', Lexington
Major: Entomology
Charles Andrew VanLahr, Jr. "", Webster
Major: Agricultural Economics
Carroll Lee Van Meter", Lexington
Major: Entomology




James W. Zieman, Lexington
Major: Agronomy
Master of Science in Agricultural
Engineering
Frank Cunningham King, jr., Mt. Sterling
Donald Palmer Nelson, Rockford, Ia.
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C. Howard Read (:I, Lexington
Hershel Richard Head" "', Lexington
Master of Science in Chemical
Engineering
James Edwin Jones, jr., Mayfield
Richard Wayne Lee, Lexington
Donald Patrick Malone, Grayson
Ugonnaya Isaac Ogbu, Port Harcourt,
Biafra
Hisham M. Sa'atdv", Frankfort
Joseph Edward Sickles II, Scottsville
Robert Thurston Starkey"'':', Roanoke, Va.
John William Sullivan°':', Frankfort
Master of Science in Civil
Engineering
Dennis Hugo Bianchi""", Adams, Mass.
Wallace Hampton", Manchester
Tommy Carson Hopkins", Tremont
jiin-Long Huang':', Taiwan, China
J. David Reynolds<H>,Lexington
Cordon Dale Scott, Lexington
John Sory Tapp, [r., Madisonville
Master of Science in Electrical
Engineering
Robert T. Aaron, Lexington
Franklin T. Doepel, Pikeville
Stanley Dyer, Lexington
Roger Allen Kidd, Lexington
Kay Denise Lane, Lexington
Lisandro del Cid Menendez" "', Lexington
Joseph Joel Nastasi, Deer Park, N. Y.
James Edward Troy, Elizabethtown
James Bradley Unruh, Austin, Tex.
Wylie Yeon-wei" "', Lexington
Master of Science in Engineering
Mechanics
James Eli Williams", Lexington
Master of Science in Mechanical
Engineering
Lewis Berkley Davis, Ir., Lexington
James Butler Day", Lexington
Clifford David Cess", Lexington
Donald Stuart Kammer, Bowling Green




Charles Blakeman Neville, jr., Park City
Kauo-hwaSun0, Lexington
JohnEmory White" 0, Beauty
Master of Science in Metallurgical
Engineering
CarlPhillip Hinesley" 0, Lexington
RobertDixon Luckett" 0, Madisonville












Ida Marie Armstrong" 0, Quicksand
BettyChambers Ashe, Frankfort
Judith C. Ashmore, Lexington
AnneHoward Baird 0, Ocala, Fla.
ErnestineM. Baker, Madisonville
SusanA. Barnes, Rochelle, Ill.
Frank Lewis Bartlett", Harlan
LucilleN. Bates", Frankfort
Lynn Mallard Beck", Wilmore
Charline Stickles Bello 0, Versailles
PatriciaJean Bissmeyer", Lexington
EugeneFrancis Blaydes", Lancaster
SusanGilliland Boner", Nashville, Tenn.
CrIes Richard Bowling", Lexington
fames Hollie Brewer", Williamstown
Glenn Leonard Brody", Bronx, N. Y.
MaryMargaret Brown, Stanton
CarolynSiler Browning.", Louisville
William Coleman Burke", Harrodsburg
John Edward Burns", Ludlow
JohnVincent Callaghan", Suffern, N. Y.
MarjorieR. Callender", Louisville
Judith Atkinson Campbelloo, Lexington
Emajo C. Carlton, Danville
TlJeresaMarie Casho, Fancy Farm
Sandra Osburn CherryO, Valley Station
MichaelJohn Chesebroo, Wayland, Mich.
~bry Klatte Chittum G-,Danville
NancyFranklin ChurchG-, Lexington
Elisabeth Ogden Churchill, Lexington
AnnD. Clarko, Frankfort
JosephThomas Clark, Lexington
Nancy Jane CoatesO, Indianapolis, Ind.
Edna Earl Cobb 0, Lexington
David Lee Cole", Lexington
Betty D. Collins", Mt. Sterling
Ruth Lamb Conner, Middlesboro
Billie Mackey Corbin 0, Louisville
Marilyn Myers Couch G-,Lexington
Eddie Hulett Cox", Nicholasville
Robert Lee Crawford", Lexington
Thomas Lauren Crumbaugh, Lexington
Constance Sletten Cundiff", Somerset
Iris Lynn Dann G-,Lexington
Benjamin Evans Davis, Russell Springs
Carol Jo Dayton", Wilmore
Geneva Brumagen Dennis", Cynthiana
Sharon H. Denton ° G-,Lexington
John Courtland Dickinson", W. Cape
May, N. J.
Dale Duncan G-,Lexington
Dorothy Bell Elkins, Lexington
Barbara Sue Fagan°G-, Lexington
Marie Elena Fano, Louisville
William Arthur Furnau" ", Versailles
L. Joyce Ferguson, West Liberty
Ruth Ann Horstman Fliermans,
Bloomington, Ind.
Wendell L. Ford, Ferguson
Susan Foster", Louisville
Victor Pryor Caines", Lexington
Laura Jean Carnett", Hopkinsville
Peggy Craig Cay", Versailles
Nina Hudson Coodman", Lexington
Jon K. Croteluschen", Lexington
Paul McAlister Crumbine", New Orleans,
La.
James Franklin Hucker", Carrollton
Katherine Grace Hall 0, Salem, Ore.
Preston H. Halloo, Combs
Linda Lee Hamilton 0, Louisville
Bettie Wrae Hammond, Lexington
Judson Spencer Hannon", Whitley City
Joan Karen Harris °, Huntsville, Ala.
Rebecca Ann Harris, Lexington
Lenora Harville", Lexington
Theo S. HatchG-, Lexington
Ann Gail Helman", Louisville
Joel P. Henning, Lexington
Sister Elizabeth Hoffer, Covington
Judith Best Hogge, Sharpsburg
Mildred Sears Holwerk", Lexington
Ruth Ann Hopkins", Russell
Johanna Camenisch Hounschel", Midway
Arthur L. Isgur", Reseda, Calif.
Carolyn Cruger Jackson, Lexington
Joanne Ames jeffrey", Fair6eld, Conn.
Barbara Jean Johnsono, Huntsville, Ala.
Eric Michael Johnsonoo, Sulva, N. C.
Paul Brett Johnson, Mousie
Kennard David Joneso, Lexington
Gerald Wesley Kayso, Lexington
Thomas John Kehle, Lexington
Peggy Weeks Kemp, Lexington
Carole McAlister Kent, Lexington
Elizabeth Newell KeyesG-, Lexington
Elnora H. KingO0, Pine Knot
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Richard J. Kryshak ", East Northport,
N. Y.
Roy Lee Lauter", Wilmore
Harry Grimes Lee", Elizabethtown
Alice Sharon Lewis", Fern Creek
Lowell Thomas Lewis 01', Barbourville,
W. Va.
Sharon Prater Littrell", Lexington
Jane A. Lynch, Prospect
Grace Marsh, Monticello
JoAnn Masons ", Cynthiana
Joseph MacDonald Mayfield, Lexington
Gary F. Mayrwieser ", Lexington
Martha May Mcflarthy", Louisville
Madeleine Mcf'ollurn", Hopkinsville
Gene Ann McFall, Lexington
Sally A. McGovern G-,Swansea, Mass.
Dorothy Adams Mclnturff ", Lexington
Frances Carol Meade, Columbus, O.
Frances Allethaire Medley, Owensboro
Ramon A. Menze, Miami, Fla.
Jeanne Montgomery", Lexington
Geraldine Morley", Pikeville
Jeanette Ross Morrow, Lexington
Yvonne C. Moulton 0, Wilmore
Sister Mary Pacella Mueller", Covington
Pamala Ann Murphy", Owensboro
Sharon Lee Murray", Lexington
Robert Nolan Myers", Lexington
Anna Allen Neal G-G-,Lexington
Larry Douglas Neuspickle", Covington
Michael Roy Nichols, Anchorage
Jane NaIl Northcutt", Lexington
Stephen L. Parker", Highland, Calif.
Donald Lacy Parks", Olympia
Charlotte Hibberd Patrick", Valley
Station
Wilma R. Payne", Lexington
John Anthony Peake", Elizabethtown
Charlotte Hunt Phelps", Lexington
Delores Cheryl Phtpps'' ", Lexington
Patricia Anne Pope", Lexington
Von Frederick Powell", Louisville
Diana Jean Prichard", Beallsville, O.
Sister Mary Evelynn Reinke", Covington
Betty Jo Render", Owensboro
Ethel Linda Hideout", Lawrenceburg
Herbert Hiter Royse, Jr. 0, Nicholasville
Doris Jacqueline Safriet", Lexington
Judy Monarch Sauero, Owensboro
Thomas Allen Sawyer:", Winchita, Kan.
Mary Patricia Sharp", Sharpsburg
Robert Wright Shawo 0, Lexington
Charles C. Shipley, Louisville
Carolyn Chandler Smith H, Wilmore
Darrell Smith, Lexington
Dorothy J. S. SmithO, Lexington
Agnes Spence, Lexington
JoAnn Naylor Spivey, Lexington
Warren Widau Sproulo, Warsaw
Reecie Stagnolia, Jr.o, Lynch
Anita Teays Stebbinso, Norwalk, Calif.
Gary J. Stebbinso, Blandford, Mass.
Helen Bush Stephenson, Lexington
Diane Barnes Strait", Lexington
Randall Roy Swann 0, Central City
Carol Rose Thacker", Pikeville
James Woodrow Thompson, jr."",
Lexington
Tommye Saunders Thompson 0, Danville
Joan Elizabeth Thomson", Greene, N. Y.
James Brodene Thorstenberg'", Wichita,
Kan.
Martha Ingalls Traynor", Lexington
Karen [ule Vincent, Linkwood, Md.
Patricia Wilson Walter, Lexington
Emily Whitlock Ware", Lexington
Kathy Bales Webbo, Louisville
Jean Marie Welchoo, Lexington
Susan Whitlock, Lexington
Anne Genevieve wu«-, Lexington
Helen B. Wilhoit, Lexington
Jacqueline M. Williams, Detroit, Mich.
Barbara Audrine Wilson, Eubank
John C. Wolff, jr., Lexington
Mary Freeland Wolfordoo, Lexington
Ruth Ann Woodrum", Middletown
Joan Sheeks Wyde"", Lexington
Vincent W. C. Yau" ", Hong Kong, China
Master of Science in Education
Irvin Harrison Ashlock", Cecilia
Hartzel Lee Black0, Vienna, Ill.
Dorris Wayne Bruce", Lawrenceburg
William Franklin Cartee", Greenup
Joe Karnes Chumbler ", Kevil
Robert Woodson Cox", Paris
Sandra Lambert Elrod", Falmouth
Brenda White Cilmour", Wilmington,
Del.
Marcia Meade Griest, Catlettsburg
Hester Rose Hardmg" ", Mt. Olivet
Anne Cole Hayes", Lexington
Ralph C. [ones", Upton
Gaylon S. Leacb" ", Kings Mountain
Grace Linney Pyles, Maysville
Cecil Ray Roundtree", London
Phillip L. Rudolph", Princeton
Preston Wood Sparks", Albany
Harry Hayes TaylorO, Lexington
William Howard Teague", Asheville,
N. C.
William Edward White" 0, Science Hill
Ronald Duane Williams", Springfield, O.
Master of Science in Accounting
David L. Brookso, Nashville, Tenn.
Kathleen Anne Cultonoo, Winchester
Terrence Lee Hamilton, Lexington
Carlos Raul Plazaoo, Lexington
Thomas Rowland Popeoo, Louisville
Master of Business Administration
John Reed Barrickman, Lexington
Louis Bertrand Bauer? 0, Lexington
Richard Chaffee Berry", Louisville
William Arthur Berry, Harrodsburg
John L. Butler II'>, Independence
Burnis Wilford Campbell, Lexington
Otis Doyle Claywell, Lexington
Kip Philip Farrington 0, Crete, Ill.
David Howard Goodrich, Louisville
William M. Guilfoil, Jr.oo, Northbrook,
Ill.
Forrest Edwin Hahn, Ir., Lexington
Robert Bernard Hensley H", Louisville
William Stephen Johnson, Jr., Owensboro
Martin F. King, Lexington
John Monroe McCann 00, Frankfort
Sandra Lynn Miller", Whitesburg
Walter R. Peak", Lexington
Joseph Allan PetersOO, Winchester
Piyabhandh Premyodhin, Bangkok,
Thailand
Harry Brown Roush", Frankfort
William S. Routt, Sonora
Robert John Schroder", Ft. Mitchell
William Leslie Shanklin 0, Louisville
George C. Street" 1>-, Lexington
James English Sullivan, Jr.oo, Danville
John Michael Sullivanoo, Lexington
Arthur Ralph ThomasO-O-,Lexington
James Woodard Tipton", Hickman
Milton L. Tulkoff", Ashland
L. Crawford Wells, Lexington
Master of Science in Library Science
Judith Ann Ahrenholz, Ft. Knox
Anne C. Alcorn", Lexington
Richard Gerald Alvey, Lexington
Allan Walker Anderson", Lexington
Barbara Jean Andersonoo, Buffalo, N. Y.
Mary Jane Anderson 0, Lexington
Bemardine Gerard Atkins, Lexington
Catherine Maxine Barker, Cincinnati, O.
Donna Sue Bennett, Loveland, O.
Patricia Wescott Bentley" 0, Jeffersontown
Ruby W. Bolton", Somerset
Virginia Massey Bowden, Lexington
Donna Marie Brown, Lewisburg
Patricia Mae Burgos", Akron, O.
Barbara Dean Burns", Henderson
Veena Burryoo, Lexington
Michele Calhouno, Ft. Wayne, Ind.
Patrice CallaghanOO, Atlanta, Ga.
Carolyn Jane Camenischoo, Stanford
Maie W. Clark°OO, Cynthiana
Mary Payne Coblinoo, Frankfort
Kay Francis Cordoveso, Lexington
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Donald Wilber Dayton ° 0, Wilmore
Penelope Glenn Dukeso, Lexington
Elizabeth Marshall Durbin <:1, Covington
Miriam N. Engel", Lexington
Lan-Seng Fang ", Watertown, Mass.
Janice Skinner Farley", Woodbine
Joyce Harris Caines", Lexington
Alexander MacGregor Cilchrist.",
Lexington
Mary Margaret Graham ° 0, Beaver Falls,
Pa.
B. Donald Grose, Lawrenceburg
Rose Marie Ham", Ashland
Susan C. Hamilton, Lexington
Jacquelyn Louise Hermann, Chillicothe,
o.
Sylvia L. Hoffman 0, Alden, Ia.
Leonard A. Hoge", Earlham, la.
Sara Lloyd Holden", Hopewell, Va.
Jacalyn Mosnat Kinne, Miami, Fla.
Carolyn Jean Konnert", Richmond, Ind.
Elizabeth Evans Kugel'", Mitchell S. Dak.
Patricia Odell Larsen", Berea
Margaret Ann Lewis" 0, Wilmore
Marilyn Ann LogueOO, Marietta, O.
Kathryn Fazia Loving" 0, Crummies
Lawrence Patrick Lynch", Lexington
Jane Ann Magenheim, Bronx, N. Y.
Alice Wilson Manchtkes", Lexington
Karen Mort Marcum, Lexington
Thomas Paul Marcum, Lexington
Carl Gilbert Marquette, [r., Cincinnati,
o.
Juanita Berneice Martin", Yale, Ill.
Mary Holt MartinOo, Versailles
Sharon Massengill 0, Bristol, Tenn.
Sheila Anne Maybanks", Cedar Rapids,
la.
Norma Burrus Miller, Bondville
Norma Jean Miller", Louisville
Christa Belle Montgomery, Lexington
Martha Lowrey Morgan", Wilmore
Rosemary Mundy, Louisville
James A. Nelson 0, Louisville
Harold Charles Ogg, Russell
Robert Mitchell Packard ° 0, Marblehead,
Mass.
Beverly Nickell Perkinson", Lexington
Charlotte Gail Picha 0, Independence, O.
Erma Ruth Poarch", Emporia, Va.
Alice Palmer Polk, Henderson
Genevieve J. Pope", Richmond
Teresa Gayle Poston", Hemingway, S. C.
Edna Roberts Pray", Lexington
Donald F. Reichert", Appleton, Wis.
Max W. Rieser, Clarksburg, W. v«.
Robert Glen RobertsO, Columbus, O.
Patricia Bowman Rodgers ° 0-, Shelbyville
Wayne Huevon StandiferOO, Cumberland
David Lee Stoeckle, Cheviot, O.
Catherine Pryor Strohl, Lexington
Paul Anthony Taccarinoo, Lexington
Jon Alan Whitfieldo, Brandenburg
1
RobertaBreene Williams", Oil City, Pa.
MintronSuzanne Wise", Saluda, S. C.







Heather Joy Frank, Cuyahoga Falls, O.
GraceHoffman Howell fI;, Knoxville, Tenn.
EstellaE. Marshallu, Shelbyville
AnitaRayburn Morrison", Malden, Mass.
Rosetta Ramsey Rush, Somersetf
l
I
Sister Edele Sherman, Covington
Jean Parker Younce, Lexington
Paul J. Zappa, Covington
Moster of Science in Public Health
john Ahearn", Union, N. J.
Master of Science in Statistics
Nimrod S. Buster" ", Harrodsburg
William John Diamond, Lexington
Linda Sadler Francis (/(1-, Prestonsburg
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Arthur T. Hegood"", Mt. Pleasant, Tenn.
Master of Science in
Home Economics
Huei-yueh Lu Chien, Lexington
Sedahlia Jasper Craseoo, Cains Store
Mary Queen Cunningham, Lexington
Caroll Haley Gander, Middletown
Margaret L. Hinesley, Brookville, Ind.
Thomas Hollern, Lexington
Betty B. Hughes, Georgetown
Donna F. Robertson, Owensboro
Karen Ruth Stube, Lewiston, N .. Y.
Margie Ellen H. Wilson", Carlisle
Insun H. Yuno, Lexington
College of Law
Dean: William Lewis Matthews, Jr.
Juris Doctor
James Edward Adkins II, Catlettsburg
Larry C. Allen, London
James Edgar Armstrong40, Russell
Mark F. Armstrong, Lexington
Charles William Arnold, Howell, Mich.
Louis A. Ball, California
Joseph Frederick BarnbergerOO, Latonia
Robert Edward Bathalter" 0, Alexandria
John William Bland, [r., Sonora
Baxter Bledsoe, Jf.04, Manchester
James David Boswell, Smithland
Aubrey C. Brown, Lexington
William Marshall Brown, }r,n, Versailles
Alan Orner Bryant, [r., Liberty
Robert Alan Calinoff, Jackson Heights,
N. Y.
Ralph Roland Case, Louisville
Michael Edward Cassity, Lexington
Gordon Don Chavers, Lexington
Abram Veatch Conway II, Morganfield
William S. Cooper, Elizabethtown
Carroll Birchell Coslow, Lexington
James Wiley Craft, Thornton
Harold L. Crockett, Dry Ridge
Laurence Jeffrey Cutler, Morristown,
N. J.
John T. Daughaday, Mayfield
Benjamin Lewis Dtcktoson'' ", Glasgow
Joseph Eckhaus, Irvington, N. J.
Gary Hugh Evans, Lexington
Gerald D. Fines, Morrisonville, Ill.
David Lewis Fister, Lexington
Richard Eugene Fitzpatrick, Lexington
Richard I. Fleischer, Cincinnati, O.
Jay Carl Fogelberg, St. Paul, Minn.
Jerry Lee FosterOO, Liberty
Thomas J. Freeman III, Bensenville, Ill.
Gregg John Frelmger" ", Sarasota, Fla.
Kelsey E. Friend, jr."", Pikeville
Mary Lane Reed Ward Gentry, Lubbock,
Tex.
Jorge C. Godoy, Midland Park, N. J.
E. Robert Goebel, Lincoln, Ill.
Stephen DeWitt Gray, Newfoundland
George DeIcher Gregory, Springfield
Phillip Ray Crogan", Lexington
Michael James Harrison, Lexington
Lee W. Harvath, jr., Louisville
Benjamin Johnson Haysu, Winchester
Kenneth Gregory Haynes, Louisville
William H. Hays, Jr. ~", Shelbyville
John Oliver Hicks III, Nashville, Tenn.
Charles R. Holbrook III, Ashland
David Alan Holladay, Louisville
Jack H. Horn, Tomahawk
William Laurence Huffman, Lexington
Michael Anthony Hurter, Owensboro
William Thomas Ingerton ", Midway
Ralph J. lori, jr., Scranton, Pa.
Donald Kenneth James, Ashland
William E. Jones, Jr., Lexington
Robert O. Keller, Lexington
James Thomas Kelley, Elizabethtown
John Daniel Kemp, Lexington
Kenneth Harold Kennedy, Dry Ridge
Shelby Carneal Kinkead, Jr. u, Lexington
Robert S. Kinton'>' Lebanon, N. J.
Robert Milton Kirtley, Owensboro
James Allen Kizer, West Lafayette, Ind.
James Albert Krught" ", Paintsville
Paul L. Lambu, St. James, N. Y.
Raymond Melvin Larson, Lexington
Ronald Lewis Marlette, Frankfort
Charmaine L. Marlowe, Lexington
Richard W, Marriott, Clayville, N. Y.
David W. McLellan, Jr.~~, Bowling
Green
Charles Cyril Mihalek, Jr. "", Oakland,
N. J.
Winston Earl Miller, Mt. Sterling
John Paul Moore"", Lexington
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Sidney Major Morris, Louisville
Donald William Mosser" ", Ashland
John Anton Nefzger, Hackensack, N. J.
Robert P. Palmer, Brandenburg
John Virgil Porter, Paintsville
Thomas Ruden Post, Lexington
David Gallimore Powell", Irvine
David Edmund Price, Lexington
Thomas Edward Price" ~, Mt. Carmel, Ill.
Lloyd Douglas Quillen ~~, Lexington
James Morris Ringo, Lexington
John G. RUiiiiiisge, Q 8 geeU')
Thomas Banister Russell, Lexington
Willie Reed Sanders, Gary, Ind.
Wilfrid Albert Schroder, Ft. Mitchell
Jerry Hanover Schwartz, Louisville
William Hardwick Sewell II, Lexington
David Terrell Sherman, Lexington
Herbert Baker Sparks, Edmonton
David Russell StahlOO, Sunnyvale, Calif.
James Keith Stephens, Lexington
Eugene Alan Stewart" ~, Brookville, Ind.
William C. Stone" ", Richmond
William Henry Strait, Lexington
Frederick Lynn Tanner, Lexington
Joseph Edward Ternes, jr." ", Henderson
William Anthony Todd, Lexington
Robert Frank Trevey, Lexington
Thomas Edward Tumer" ", Madisonville
David Bruce Vickery, Lexington
Toddy Mitchell Ward, Lexington
Charles Dalton Weaver, [r., Lexington
Lawrence Ray Webster, Lexington
Wayne Edward whrtfleld"", Madisonville
Lillian D. Williams, Ashland
Joel Vern Williamson, Lexington
Curtis Lee Wilson, Lexington
Andrew Myrick Winkler, Louisville
William Edward Wobbekind, Butler,
N. J.
Lawrence John Young, Lexington
College of Medicine
Dean: William S. Jordan, Jr.
Doctor of Medicine
L. Thomas Albert, DePere, Wis.
John Barrow Baldwin, Jr., Lexington
Robert Aaron Benjamin, Yonkers, N. Y.
Brack Allen Bivins, Bowling Green
Thomas Peter Bright, Melbourne
Earl 'Wood Bryant, Rumsey
William Lynn Cooper, Lexington
Westel L. Creager, Lexington
James Dean, Booneville
William Lightfoot Dowden, Jr.,
Brandenburg
Frederic Elliott Eckhauser, Mt. Vernon,
N. Y.
Starling Claude Evins, Somerset
John Overton Faurest, jr., Maysville
Lois Fern Fermaglich, Bronx, N. Y,
William Sudduth Foley, jr., Versailles
Jerald Milton Ford, Lancaster
Carl Jeffrey Friedman, Jackson Heights,
N. Y.
Thomas James Gallagher, Lexington
James Constantine Gekas, Springfield, Ill.
Richard L. Gibson, Jackson
John Edward Hackman, Ft. Mitchell
Henry Halley, Washington, D. C.
John David Harralson, Owensboro
Ardis Dee Hoven, Columbus, Ind.
Marilyn Jane Huheey, Milford, O.
William Norris Jennings, Paducah
Douglas Dean Johnson, Bronx, N. Y.
Richard Walker Johnson, Nicholasville
Nicholas Roger Jurich, Jenkins
J. Michael Kavolus, Owensboro
Stephen Campbell Kennedy, Cincinnati,
O.
Karl J. Klein, Louisville
James Henry Kopp, Louisville
Nolan Joseph Laborde, [r-, Ashland
Sella Rufus Littlepage II, Madisonville
Wilham C. Madauss, Anchorage
Catherine Elizabeth McKinivan, Paris
William Harrison Mitchell, Wilmington,
Del.




Preston P. Nunnelley, Mt. Vernon
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Joseph Ray O'Daniel, jr., Dunbar, W. Va.
Ira Blaine Potter, Shelby Gap
Frank W. Randall, Owensboro
James David Richardson, Morehead
George Hurst Rodman, jr., Greenville
Isaac David Rogers, Mt. Sterling
Willett Howard Rush, [r., Frankfort
Joseph Ernest Schmidt, Louisville
Henry Price Sewell III, Jackson
Arnold Davis Sprague III, Sturgis
Bruce Michael Stapleton, Ashland
William Roy Stauffer, Indianapolis, Ind.
Larry Eugene Stevens, Pelham, N. H.
Darrell Gene Tarrant, Owensboro
Ouida Farmer Tisdall, Somerset
John Lawrence Vry, Lexington
Richard Neal Watkins, Louisville
Lawrence R. Wellman, Louisa
John Munro Wentz, Louisville
James Morris Williams, Ir., Paducah
David Lee Winkle, Covington
William [armer Wood, Lexington
Vernon Leroy Young, London
Robert Warren Zarrett, Lexington
College of Dentistry
Dean: Harry M. Bohannan
Doctor of Dental Medicine
Fred Lewis Ballou, [r., Richmond
David Clinton Bell, Frankfort
William Paul Bennett, Athens, Ga.
William Robert Blevins, Cumberland
Martin Joseph Boeckh, Louisville
Robert Edmund Bohn, Louisville
Charles Frederick Broughton, Cincinnati,
o.
Gerard Louis Buecker, Ft. Wright
Hugh Nevins Burkett, Somerset
Jack Wayne Carter, Pekin, Ill.
James Curtis Cecil III, Anchorage
Richard Chace, [r., Maitland, Fla.
William Boyer Daugherty, Jr., Maysville
Donald Allison Falace, Pompano Beach,
Fb..
Darrell Ray Hazle, Sonora
Robert Gist Heinrich, Mt. Sterling
John Bernard Holtman, Louisville
James Clarke Hughbanks, Lexington
Thomas Allen Keen, Louisville
Rudy Max Ketchie, Charleston, Ill.
Donald Joseph Kleier, Ft. Thomas
David Rittenhouse Kuhn, Louisville
James Edgar Miller III, Ashland
Allen Hall Moffitt, Paducah
Penny Carver Moore, Bowling Green
Ronald Ralph Moore, Lexington, S. C.
Stephen Eugene Murphy, Lexington
Barbara Elizabeth Beazley Myers,
Hopkinsville
Ralph Dewey Petrey, Cumberland
John Runyon Phillips, Pikeville
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Alan David Price, Winter Park, Fla.
Joseph Dale Renfro, Flat lick
Stanley Cooper Roddy, [r., Bowling
Green
Durward Eugene Salisbury, Jr., Albany
Vorace Ray Smith, Benham
Jerry Long Stovall, Greenville
Paul MacNeal Thomas, Tiffin, O.
Steven Howard Titsworth, Murray
Allen Pryor VanOverbeke, Louisville
Marjolein V. Walasek, Cincinnati, O.
Barry Cline Weaver, Dallas, Tex.
Steven Morton Welborn, Madisonville
Craig Burdette Wiggins, Louisville
James Stephen Wilkerson, St. Albans,
W. Va.
Carolyn Sue Wright, Louisville
College of Arts and
Sciences
Dean: Wimberly Calvin Royster
Bachelor of Arts
Paul Douglas ACTa 0- 0-, Covington
Barbara Gail Adams 0- 0-, Somerset
Betty Ann Aebiu, Erlanger
Sondra Sue Alford, Lexington
Sally Stubblefield Allen, Owensboro
Leonor Alvarez-Villabona, Lexington
Susan Ellsworth Alves, Henderson
Richard Gerald Alvey", Lexington
[uvenal Angel Apariciov ", Lexington
Mary [o Archdeacon"; Houston, Tex.
Larry Michael Argenio, Lexington
Michael R. Armstrong, Lexington
Vance Eugene Arnett, Nicholasville
GeraldWitt Ashley, Eubank
Patricia Anne Atkinson (;>, Somerset
MaryLyssa Aulick, Georgetown
George Bakallis, Big Clifty
Edward Holmes Baldrtdge- ", Louisville
RonaldEdward Ball, Harlan
John Everett Barrett", Lexington
Ruth G. Barrett, Lexington
John W. Bauer, Covington
Robert Steven Bauermeister, Southgate
Dretta Christian BayneslH!", Lexington
Dottie Ann Bean, Lexington
Barbara Lynn Beatty, Murray Hill, N. J.
Lee Bernard Beckero, Cold Spring
John Osborne Beckharn't ", Louisville
WilliamRay Becknell, jr., Shepherdsville
Susan Marsha Bedrick, East Brunswick,
N. J.
NicolleMonique Begley, Lexington
Mary Bernadette Beirne, Louisville
Gregory Paul Bell, Worthington, O.
Peter Alan Bell, Dayton, O.
Dorothy Elizabeth Berger", Winchester,
Mass.
Norma Elaine Berry", Stephensburg
James Arthur Berwick, Berkeley Heights,
N. J.
leva Berzins, Lexington
Martha Mae Bess, Sikeston, Mo.
Lynn Marie Betzler" ", Naperville, Ill.
James Samuel Bierley, Portsmouth, O.
Faye Ellen Binius, Houston, Tex.
MichaelRing Btrkman"", Alameda, Calif.
E. Jeanne Maddox Bivins, Ft. Thomas
John Calvin Blake 111°, Cincinnati, O.
Susan Sweet Blakney", Camillus, N. Y.
William Edgar Blanton, Lexington
Greg L. Boeck, Lexington
E. Douglas BoggsOO, Whitley City
Philip Earle Borries, Lexington
Louise Davis Boucher, Lexington
Dana Townsend Bourne, Lexington
Thomas Clemens Bowie, Lexington
John Robert Bowman, Hershey, Pa.
Penelope Sue Bradley" 0, Louisville
Anna Marie Brandner, Ft. Wright
Marlene Karen Breitner, Kinnelon, N. J.
Lucia Lee Brtdgforths ", Lexington
Susan Lynne Brittingham, Daytona
Beach, Fla.
Mary Kathryn Brookshire, Kingsport,
Tenn.
JoAnn Iararlyn Brownu, Stambaugh
Nathan Stewart Brown'' ", Manchester, O.
Peggy Diane Brown 00 , Nashville, Tenn.
Randolph Graham Brown, Lexington
Robert Joseph Brown, Monticello
Toni Brown, Erlanger
Andrea Mosig Brownfield, Lexington
George Alan Brownfield, [r., Lexington
Terry Robert Brownsonoo, Landover
Hills, Md.
Nancy Rita Bruenderman, Louisville
Linda A. Brumleve, Middletown
Carol Anne Bryant, Miami, Fla.
Earl Roden Bryant, Ft. Benning, Ga.
Gene Leigh Bryant, Lexington
Betty Lee Bryson, South Shore
William Franklin Buck, Lexington
Eddie Lewis Bunch, Williamsburg
Janet Susan Bunch, Morristown, Tenn.
Geraldine Ann Burchett, Dayton, O.
Robert William Burke, Belleville, Ill.
Hubert Lee Burton", Nicholasville
Elizabeth Politano Butlero, Lexington
Patricia Sellers Butler, Lexington
Rendell Terel Butler, Frankfort
Joseph James Byrne't ", Tarrytown, N. Y.
Patrick Richard Callahan °0, Louisville
Lucia Marie Camenisch, Stanford
Kathryn Hodge Camicia, Abingdon, Va.
Morris Dean Campbell, Concord, Tenn.
Robert Leo Cannonoo, Harrodsburg
Linda Darlene Cantrill, Frankfort
Agnes Regina Cardinoo, Elizabethtown
James Austin Carr, Russell
Michael Grady Carr, Lexington
Wendell Bruce Carver", Hopkinsville
Sarah Jane Caskey, Louisville
Karen H. Chambers, Arlington, Va.
Io-Iean Chandler, Louisville
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Denise Ann Chang, Wayne, N. J.
Gene A. Clabes", Henderson
Marilyn Clampett, Louisville
Helen Fay Clark" 0, Lexington
Martha Ann Clark, Louisville
Nancy C. Clark, Flatwoods
John Cooper Clarkson, Lexington
Patrick Lee Class, Winter Haven, Fla.
Eric Scot ClayO#-, Paramus, N. J.
John Richard Clements, Jr.H, Louisville
James Martin Clemons, Elizabethtown
Donald W. Coaplen, Fisherville
Veda Alison Cobb, Lily
Tamra L. Cohen, Oak Lawn, Ill.
Sharon Hope Combs", Hazard
William Thomas Congleton II, Lexington
Nancy Louise Conley, Paintsville
Betty Sue Brandon Cooks 0, Cobb
William Howard Green, [r., Hickory
Michael Price Grimes °0, Frankfort
Venda Lynn Orise "", Owensboro
Bradley O'Neil Grissom, Sonora
Terry Earl Grove, Huntington, W. Va.
Linda Arner Grubb, Titusville, Pa.
Chester Simms Crundy" 0, Louisville
Ruth Mathews Gullion 0, Danville
Nancy Lynn Cum", Frankfort
Lawrence Wayne Ourewtch" ", Lexington
Paul A. Hackman, Ft. Mitchell
Harry M. Hadden III, Mt. Sterling
Donald Edward Hagan, Lexington
Kathleen Anne Hahn, Elsmere
Mark Haines, Fern Creek
Alan Montgomery Hall, Elizabethtown
Richard Alan Hall, Nashville, Tenn.
Robert N. Hall, Madisonville
Thomas L. Hall, Bardstown
Mary Anne Halpin, Bellevue
Maria Anne Hamelin, Lexington
Joseph Raymond Hampton, Louisville
Mary Theresa Hancock, Cold Spring
Martha Hankins, Ashland
Larry E. Hanks, Lexington
Valeen Moore Hansen, Palmetto, Fla.
Linda Sue Harrington, Paintsville
Robert Bryan Harris, Louisville
Rebecca Ann Hartranft, Fostoria, O.
Dale Gilman Harvey, Owensboro
Charles Michael Hatzell, Lexington
Jane Sidney Hauck, Kingsport, Tenn.
Michael Joseph Haus, Lexington
David L. Hawkins", Owenton
Edward Davis Hays, Lebanon
Randolph C. Heaton, Elizabethtown
Diane Elaine Heilenman, Anchorage
David G. Heim, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Jane Ellen Helmer, Syracuse, N. Y.
Laurel Horton Henage, Lexington
John I. HenningOO, Louisville
Sally Eugenia Herrin.: Bowling Green
Judith Ann Herrlein, Arlington, Va.
Glenda Rose Herron °0, Lexington
Brenda S. Hicks, Prestonsburg
Michael J. Hildebran, Lexington
Donald F. Hill, Louisville
Geraldine Kay Hine, Lexington
Elizabeth Stewart Holloway, Lexington
David Lytton Holmes, Waynesboro, Va.
Ronald A. Homra, Fulton
Linda Ann Hopper" 0, Berea
Betty Carolyn HornH, Lexington
Jerry L. Horn"", Midway
Robert Jay Hornero, Littlestown, Pa.
Shelby Malinda HowardH, Hodgenville
Robert James Wallace Howell, South
Ft. Mitchell
Frank McKinley Hudgins, Radcilff
Connie Sue Huff", Somerset
Freda Mamita Huff, Henderson
Mary Martha Hughes, Atlanta, Ga.
Donald Gilbert Hukle"", Lexington
Sally Estill Hume, New Bern, N. C.
Howard Kenneth Humphress", Mt.
Sterling
Stan Loren Humphrey, Louisville
Judy Klein Hunt, Louisville
John Seeton Hutcheson Ill, Princeton
Stephen Paul Imhoff, Louisville
Candace Lane Isaacs 0, Louisville
Susan Vicki Ivey?", Lexington
Susan Lynne Jacobs, Lexington
Helen Hargis James, Lexington
Joe Alan Jarrell, Ashland
George H. Jepson, [r., Pittstown, N. J.
Bonnie Leda Omer Johnson, Owensboro
Darrell Wayne Johnson, Louisville
Freeman Lee johnson", Dalton, Ga.
Gurney Arden Johnson, Catlettsburg
Jan Annette Johnson, Louisville
Norma Jean Johnson, Lexington
Susan Dorothy Johnson, St. Joseph, Mich.
Julia Ann Jolly, La Grange, Ill.
Christie Lu jones"", Hopkinsville
Christopher Lee Jonesoo, Cleveland, O.
Michael A. Jury, West Orange, N. J.
Katherine Ann Kallmeyer, Crescent
Springs
James Francis Kastner" 0, Louisville
Jonathan Kaufman, Canandaigua, N. Y.
Judith Kay Kelleroo, Chillicothe, O.
Stephen Connor Keller" 0, Lexington
William Earl Kelley, Frankfort
Luster Ray Kemp" ", Glasgow
Geraldine Rae Kemper, Germantown, O.
Jerry Wayne Kennedy"", New Haven
Robert Bryant Kenney, Jr.0, Lexington
Nadine Kerfoot"", Lexington
Emilie Kerlinoo, Ft. Mitchell
John Robert Ketcham, Louisville
Geraldine Lloyd Ktefer"", Lyndon
Betty Ann King, Olmstead
Gay Ann Kirk, Springfield, Ill.
Thomas Maple Kirk, Lexington
Stanley R. Kobylanski, Holyoke, Mass.
John Alexander Komisar", Woodland
Hills, Calif.
Patricia Ann Krieger", Louisville
Mark Warren Kulieke, Highland Park, Ill.
Connie Almgren Kurre" 0, Washington,
Conn.
Karen Sue Lachat", Dayton, O.
Beverly S. Lacy"", West Liberty
James Joseph Lambert", Lexington
Katherine Christine Lambert, Lexington
Mark Tracy LantzOO, Normal, Ill.
Virginia Tolsby Larson, Danville
Ann Catherine Lear, Lexington
Roger DeVore LedridgeOO, Delray
Beach, Fla.
Jean Thomas Leedom, Russellville
Gerard Joseph Legere, Lexington
Linda Carol LeMarr, Lexington
James Edward Lett II, Ft. Lauderdale,
Fla.
Clarence Randall Lewis, Fern Creek
Ronald Edward Lewis" 0, Lexington
Mary J0 Lloyd, Jamestown
Frank Robert Lodico, Selden, N. Y.
Helen Rebecca Long", Waverly
Carolyn Cooper, Winchester
Lana Lou Cooper, Somerset
Beverly Gail Corbin", Lexington
Robert Thomas Core, Sadieville
Paul Nicholas Costanzo, Middletown,
N. Y.
John Mather Cotton, South Ft. Mitchell
Linda Beavers Couch", San Antonio, Tex.
Elizabeth Coleman Cox" 0, Paris
Candace Haydon Cozine't" , Swarthmore,
Pa.
Charles Eaton Crabtree, Hopkinsville
Margaret Linda Craft, Florence
Stanley Louis Craig", Louisville
Anita Haye Crocker, College Park, Ga.
Cecil Ernest Cronan, Florence
Edward Summers Crossfield, Louisville
Kathleen Marie Crotty, Falmouth
John Claud Crouch", Glasgow
Oliver Kash Curry, [r., Carlisle
Gary Lynn "Dailey" 0, Frankfort
Virginia Tarrence Dalton, Louisville
Phillip Dean Damron", Weeksbury
Wayne Charles Daub, Louisville
Sara Poe Davidson, Lexington
Jeffrey Davis, Miami Shores, Fla.
William Leo Dawson, Lebanon Junction
Anne C. Deeley, Anderson, Ind.
Wayne T. Dees, Watchung, N. J.
Paula Keam DeFeoo, Newark, N. J.
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Robert Scott DeKoschak, Auburn, N. Y.
Harry Aldus Dennis III, Lexington
Ralph Wayne Derickson", Lexington
Karen Crowder Dever, Lexington
Thomas Arthur Dials, Woodbridge, Va.
Patricia Ann Dickinson, St. Albans,
W. Va.
Anthony Joseph Dtetrtch"", Cold Spring
Roberta Mae Dietz" 0, Lexington
Larry Blaine Dillon, Covington
Michael Joseph Donovan, Louisville
Judith Ann Dorton", Louisville
Judith Kathryn Dorton, Lexington
John Thomas Doxey, West Long Branch,
N. J.
Peggy Semarimis Doyle, Louisville
Linda Hartson Dublin", Lexington
Patricia Todd Duncan, Harrodsburg
William Joseph Dungan, Somerset
Carolyn Lee Dunnavan, Louisville
Ellen Marie Eades'' ", Lexington
Garry Lynn Edmondsonoo, Covington
James William Edney, Lexington
Benjamin Mitchell Edwards", St. Albans,
W. Va.
Elizabeth Ellen Elam 0, Lexington
Martha Ann Elam 0, Lexington
Kathleen Susan Eldridge, Wrightstown,
N. J.
David P. Elkinton, Lexington
Richard Lundy Elswick, Elkhorn City
Glenn Emmett Emig, Lexington
Jimmie Lee England, Covington
Janice Mary Engsberg, Lebanon, Mo.
Thomas M. Engstrom °0, Frankfort
Howard C. Enoch", Hopkinsville
Vicki Evelyn Ernst, Lexington
Betty Susan Esenbock, Lexington
Joseph Hedges Ewalt, Lexington
Richard Lee Fain", Lexington
Patricia Anne Faraci, Lexington
Kyle Patrick Farnsworth, Louisville
Ellen Debra Fellabom, Paoli, Pa.
David Nando Felty, Mayfield Heights, O.
Rudy G. Ferguson"", Paducah
Sandra Jean Fieldon, Owensboro
Minerva Spicer Figgs, Lexington
Betsy Jane Finnell, Atlanta, Ga.
Melinda Clarissa Fish, Milford, Pa.
Suzanne Theresa FisterOO, Louisville
Barbara Guilford Foote, Irvington
Cathy Sue Fox, Warren, O.
Daniel Brian Fox", Ft. Thomas
Linda Lou Freese, Florence
Eric Marshal Friedlander, Ft. Lee, N. J.
Mary Lou Friesen, Lexington
Gary William Friesz, Edison, N. J.
Vicki Lynn Fudge, Burkesville
Margaret Stommel Fugeman, Ashland
Merry Martha Fuller, St. Louis, Mo.
Timothy Ray Futrell, Cadiz
Joseph George Cagltardt"", Louisville
Jerry Allen Caines", Paducah
Pamela Kay Caitskill'", Lexington
BeverlyMarie Oallagher" ", Indianapolis,
Ind.
WilliamR. Camboe, Louisville
Janet Kay Gardner, Henderson
JamesL. Garvey, Syracuse, N. Y.
Linda Carol Cehringer" 0",Ashland
Deidra Michele George, Huntington,
W. Va.
Joyce Ann Gex, Ft. Mitchell
Dolores Leah Giannini, Frankfort
Linda Anne Gibson, Ft. Mitchell
Mary Ernestine Cibson'' ", South Bend,
Ind.
Susan Jane Gilbert, Eaton, O.
Timothy Hayden Oilbert" 0, Macedon,
N. Y.
julia Allison Cilmore", Owensboro
Donald William Cirone ". Lexington
Susan Montague Clazler" " , Kenmore,
N. Y.
Glenn Edward Cleixner, Roanoke, Va.
Ann Elizabeth Clover, Rockville, Md.
Bruce Wilson Godfrey, East Orange,
N. J.
Kathryn Ann Goehler, Ft. Lauderdale,
Fla.
Richard Kent Coodell" ", Grand Prairie,
Tex.
Robert Silas Goodin l>, Elizabethtown
Elizabeth Cobb Coodman, Paris
Phillip Milliken Gordon, jr., Frankfort
Sarah Nell Gorin 0"0", Glendale
Daniel E. Gossett, Louisville
Katherine R. Oossick, Lexington
Donald Ray Graham, Elizabethtown
Richard John Grana H, Radcliff
ThomasVincent Grealis, New Brunswick,
N. J.
Robert Lawrence Long, [r., Fern Creek
William Joseph Luckman, Covington
William Bruce Lunsfordv ", Morning
View
Robert Glenn Mabry, Lexington
Paul Edwin Mace, Jr., Louisville
Deborah Frick Magan, Ft. Mitchell
Mary Ann Magura"", Prestonsburg
Donald Wayne Mahoney, Frankfort
Ronald David Mator" ", Ft. Mitchell
Leon Peter Mallen, Trenton, N. J.
Thomas Patterson Maney, Kettering, O.
Michael John Marks, Anchorage
Margaret Rose Marsh, Waddy
Deborah Jane Marshall, Leitchfield
Linda Ann Marshall, Lexington
Nancy-Clay Marsteller, Chagrin Falls, O.
Dennis Lee Martin, Dry Ridge
Nancy Priscilla Martin, Lexington
Howard Gary Mason°o", Lexington
Ronald Gene Mason, Hopkinsville
Jean Carter Massey, Bowling Green
Joseph Vincent Mattingly" 0",Louisville
Patricia Carol Mawhorter, Toledo, O.
Larry Gene May, South Shore
Martha Burton May", Danville
Barry Linn Mayfield, Russellville
Paul Douglas Mays", Henderson
Judith Ellen McCabe, East Orange, N. J.
Allen P. McClaskeyO"O",Boston
Phillip B. McCool, Lexington
Charlote Taylor McCrearyl>,
Tompkinsville
Donna Bowling McDonald, Lexington
Katherine Heaton McDowell, Atlantic
Beach, Fla.
Akiko Mcvartsh" ", Lexington
William Robert Meade, Ligon
Carol Medvedik, River Vale, N. J.
Victor George Meena, Louisville
J. Elaine Merrick, Mishawaka, Ind.
Dare R. MillerO"l>,Ft. Thomas
Linda Jean Miller", Macon, Ga.
Helen Joyce Millsu, Cincinnati, O.
Stephen Dale Milner'", Louisville
Paul Edward Mitchell, Frankfort
Sean Monohan, Ft. Mitchell
Joyce Tudor MontgomeryU, Fayetteville,
W. Va.
Frances May Moore, Mayslick
[erelia Dianne Moore, Mayfield
Paul E. Moore, Henderson
Sondra Marie Moore", Frankfort
Susan Elaine Moore, Georgetown
Jeanne Augusta Moran, Lexington
McKinnley Morgan't ", Lexington
Francis Gerald Mudds ", Springfield
Linda Marie Mudd, Louisville
Angela Mueller, Louisville
Nancy [o Z. Mullen, Midway
Barbara Lee NashO"O",Versailles
Leslie Lee Nash, Lexington
Francis Edward Nelson 0",Lynn, Mass.
Robert Philip Neus" ", Pearl River, N. Y.
Catherine Newton, Louisville
Jerry Lee Ntcholss ", Clarkson
Viki Lynn Nickerson 0", Mentor
David Ncrat, Clifton, N. J.
Sharon Lee Norman't ", Baltimore, Md.
Brenda Kay Nostrant, Russell
Janet Marie Nugent, St. Petersburg
Beach, Fla.
Robert Winston Nuss"", Louisville
Mary Ann Obemier " 0", Shively
Robert Alan Obler, Elizabeth, N. J.
Dennis Gordon Ochs, Louisville
Mary Anderson Ockerman ", Lexington
Shirley Skellenger O'Leary, Kent, O.
Michael Edmiston Olstad, Decatur, Ill.
Merrily Ann Orsini", Louisville
Thomas Lee Osborne, Benton
James Landon Overfield, Henderson
Rein Paabo, Lakewood, N. J.
Thomas Reid Padgett", Lexington
Linda Marcelle Parker" 0",Georgetown
Mary Elizabeth Parrott" (/, Lebanon
John Laurence Pendley, Lexington
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Peggy Ann Percefull, Elizabethtown
Clifford Bernard Perkins, [r., Ft. Thomas
William Atterbury Perry, Frankfort
Marilyn L. Pet" 0", Manchester, Conn.
Paula-Lee Anne Wallace Pettt" ",
Honolulu, H. 1.
B. Bruce Peyton, Eddyville
Gale Diane Phillips, Beckley, W. Va.
William Richard Piel, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Eugenia Cowan Pierson", Lexington
Mott V. PlummerO", Vanceburg
Teresa Poole, Paducah
Robert Gary Pope, Louisville
David Rankin PorterO", Lexington
Robert Frederick Potter, Lexington
Ellerbe Powe III, Louisville
John Gregory PowellO"0",Lexington
Carol Jean Price, Somerset
Jan Lee Prickett", Erlanger
Mae Marie Quan, San Salvador,
EI Salvador
John Elvin Rackley, Louisville
Terry E. Ransom, Barlow
Francis Stephen ReedO"O",Lebanon
Linda Kay Reid, Nashville, Tenn.
Sandra Ann Reid, Lexington
Craig Robert Heynolds ", Westport, Conn.
Robert Ewing Rice IIIO"0",Lexington
James Anthony Richardson, Louisville
David Scott Richmond, Owensboro
James Patrick Riggs, Jeffersontown
Pamela Kay Riley, Lexington
Mary Bowman Hinge", Lexington
James Edward Rivers, Campbellsville
Rebecca Ann Robb, Owensboro
George Edward Robertson, Owensboro
Jane Ann Robinson, Lexington
Larry Edward Rogers, Louisville
Patricia Lee Rogers, Louisville
Michael B. Roney, Lexington
Robert Leslie Rosenbaum, Lexington
Howard Kay Rosenberg", Louisville
Rosalind Moore Rosenstiel 0",Lexington
Deborah Sherley Rouse, Lexington
Charles David Royalty, Louisville
David Daniel Royse, Eminence
Elliot W. Rubin, Neward, N. J.
Susan Patricia Rueff, Greenwich, Conn.
Robert L. RundaUO"l>,Mt. Holly Springs,
Pa.
Nora Blithe Runsdorfu, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Julie Ann Runyan", Frankfort
Carlene Ann Russell, Lexington
Laurence Marc Russelll>O",Silver Springs,
Md.
Laura Luckey Saucr" ", Norwood, O.
Teresa Lucille Schauer, Louisville
Jerry Louis Schlachta, Covington
John Stewart Schneider, Lexington
Michael Alan Schroeder" 0", Largo, Fla.
William Foster Schweri Il" 0",Louisville
Sandra Gex Scott, Ghent
Laura Logan Scudder, Elizabethtown
Keith Thomas Sebastian, Nicholasville
John Barry Senstng" ", Hopkinsville
Richard L. Shafer, Lexington
Martin P. Shearer, Somerset
Betty Bowling Sherman44, Cumberland
Thomas John Shinners, Erlanger
Rodney Allen Skaggs, Lexington
Margaret Rankin Slack, Guthrie
Sara Judith Smiley", Prestonsburg
Charlene Smith <> ", Irvington
Evelyn Anne Smith, Hopkinsville
Gene Vance Smith", Winchester
George Anthony Smith, Owensboro
[o Ann Smith, Greenville, S. C.
Louise Lowry Smith <>, Paris
Porter Eugene Smith, Louisville
Anna Maria Smulowitz, Louisville
Charles Townsend Sober, [r., Louisville
Marc Daniel Sotkin04, Hopatcong, N. J.
John B. Southard, Jr.4, Anchorage
Gale Harriet Spandorf, Lexington
William P. Stallard, Lexington
Philip Andrew Stalnaker", Pikeville
Raymond Darrell Stamper", Columbus,
O.
Edward Joseph Stanish40, Highland
Park, Ill.
John G. Stanley?", Trenton, N. J.
Michael Joseph Stapleton, Frankfort
John William Starr" ", Bay Shore, N. Y.
Elizabeth Chenault Steger, Mt. Sterling
Warren Edwin Steil, Ashland
Carolyn Sue Stevenson, Pleasure Ridge
Park
Allen Prescott Stiglitz, Louisville
Pamela Powell Stoltz", Madisonville
Harry Joseph Stone, [r., Ashland
Lee Durham Stone, Central City
Carol Ann Strange" 0, Marietta, O.
James Cole Strode40, Lexington
Ruth Elizabeth Styles, Bellevue
Nathan Richard Sullivan, Morganfield
Judith Lynn Taborn, Jackson, O.
Nancy LaVey Tanner, Henderson
Meg Tassie, Toledo, O.
Janet Reitmeier Taylor", Lexington
Sandra Gale Taylor, Nicholasville
William Edwards Taylor, Covington
Donna H. Terry, Elizabethtown
Sharon Jeanne Terry, Lexington
Pamela Rae Tewelloo, Pittsburg, Kan.
Daniel Nelson Thomas, Skokie, Ill.
Kathleen J. Thomas, Louisville
Rebecca Wight Thomason, Louisville
Michael V. Thompsen", Lebanon
Ronald Hammonds Thompson, Lexington
Christine Yvonne Thornton 4, Gahanna,
O.
George John Tocci, New Brunswick, N. J.
Larry S. Tomich, Beaver Falls, Pa.
Suzanne Mary Traylor, Evansville, Ind.
David Thomas True", Frankfort
Patricia Ann Truesdell, Miamisburg, O.
Gary Lee Turner", Frankfort
Walter William Turner", Lexington
Sallie Baker Twyman, Charlottesville, Va.
Ronald Thomas Vance, Georgetown
June Elizabeth Vandiver, Washington,
D. C.
David R. Van Hornu, Ft. Thomas
Jefferey A. Van Note, Lexington
Daniel vartebedten"", Easton, Conn.
Michael Lewis Vaughn, Clay
Tynne Patrick VaughtH, Eubank
Mary Lisa Vertuca, Lexington
Gerald Lee Villines" 0, Henderson
Betsy Brooks Vincent, Frankfort
Donald David Waggener, Clay
Paul Richard Wagner, Louisville
Larry Wayne Wakefield, Muldraugh
Rudiger James Waldner, Frankfort
Ann Eleanor Wallace", Saddle River,
N. J.
Della Mae Wallen, Allen
Julia Miller Ward, West Paducah
Sharon Anne Warner, Red Bank, N. J.
J0 LaVelle Warren, Downey, Calif.
Glenna Wayne Wash 0, Lexington
Carl Thomas Watkins, Lexington
Louise Michelle Watkins, Louisville
Henry Watson IIIo, Mt. Sterling
Janet E. Weaver, Springfield, Ill.
Robert Michael Welborn, Madisonville
William Howard Weller, Lexington
Michael William Westling40, Ft. Wright
Martin Demetrios Wheeler, Barrington,
N. J.
Donald David White, Somerset
Linda Lee Whtte" ", Tolu
Delbert Joe 'Whitlock, Flatwoods
Richard E. Whitt, Lexington
Rodney Darrell Whitt, Worthington
Joy Marie Wiesheier, Akron, O.
Bobby Joe Wilkerson, Frankfort
Danny Jerome Wilkerson, Corbin
Edwin Dean Willhite", Eminence
Linda Lou Williams, Lexington
Loretta Cramer Williams, Lexington
Michael Jackson Williams, Ashland
James Robert wtlltamsori" ", Lexington
Dale Thomas Wilson, Florence
James Pinkerton Wilson, Easton, Pa.
Robert F. Wilson", Vanceburg
Robert Loren Wilson, Lexington
Roger Lee Wilson, Jr., Morehead
Peter David Winans, Lutz, Fla.
Lynn David Wiseman 0, Lexington
Thomas Stephen wttt", Williamsburg,
Va.
Donald Henry Wolfe, Jr.40, Lexington
James Robert Wood, Owensboro
Wanda Carol Woodu, Munfordville
Robert William Woody, Spruce Pine,
N. C.
Victorine wooton"", Forestville, Md.
James Harold WrightU, Louisville
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Janet Dunstan Wright, Nicholasville
Michele Lovett wright", Lexington
Kevin Michael Yorke, Douglaston, N. Y.
[aye Anna YoungOO, Parsippany, N. J.
Thomas Lee Zimmerman, Louisville
Jerry Andrew Zint, Ft. Thomas
Bachelor of Science
Richard Vernon Ackley"", Harlan
Frances Elaine Alexander, Glasgow
Larry Morgan Ayres", Glencoe
Mary Powell Bakallis, Big Clifty
Crump Walker Baker, Hopkinsville
Larry Keith Ballu, Ashland
Billy Joe Barberoo, Lexington
Bill Earl Barnett n- 0, Pikeville
Jesse Bearl Barron III, Paducah
Barbara Jane Bassett":", Pass Christian,
Miss.
Robert Sture Berg, Cincinnati, O.
James Bryant Berryman, Winchester
Jean Ann Best, Milan, O.
Frank Emmanuel Binford, jr., Louisville
Edward Durham Blakeman, Middlesboro
Dale Thomas Blankenship", Covington
Clem Henry Block, Louisville
Ben Gifford Blyton, Lexington
Joseph Ballard Bogardus, Pikeville
Brenda Lee Bond0, Benham
Norman Kelly Breeding, [r., Harrodsburg
Gary Lee Brickler, jeffersonville, Ind.
Geza G. Bruckner" 0, Lexington
Randall Terry Bruestle, Cincinnati, O.
Harry Eugene Bryant, Lexington
Ronnie Joe Burkhead, Elizabethtown
Richard Lee Burns °0, Lexington
John Howard Campbell" ", Henderson
Jane Ellen Carroll, Lexington
Lawrence Ray CatlettOO, Hodgenville
Angela Lynn Clifford, Bowling Green
Byron French Combs, Lexington
James Lynn Combs, Louisville
Randolph Louis Cooke40, Lexington
Steven Lynn Cool, Lexington
Judith Ledington Craft, Lexington
Richard Hollins Crouch, Glasgow
Mario Adalid del Ctd", Lexington
Carroll Ray Dotson, Chesapeake, O.
Jeanne Claire Duncan", Farmingdale,
N. J.
Phillip Edward Duren, West Lafayette,
O.
Jon Anthony Durham, Covington
Robert James Durinka"", Buffalo, N. Y.
Ronald Penn Easterly, Frankfort
John Owen Eaves, Frankfort
Sandra Lynn Elliott, Barbourville
Jeffery Kent Evans", Cumberland
Neita Clair Falkner, Crestwood
Timothy Joseph Farwtck" ", Newport
Judy Yvonne Ferrell, Lexington
JohnRobert Ftschers ", Cloverport
PaulJoseph Fissel, Bellevue
LindaLee Fitzsimons, Louisville
RobertaFfetcher " 0, Lexington













WendyGoodrich, Hendersonville, N. C.
RichardDuff Coodykoontz, Lexington
PhillipCarpenter Gordon, Frankfort
LarryAllen Hadley" 0, Carrollton
CecilRay Hammonds" 0, Littcarr




DonaldJoseph Hillenmeyer, Jr. 0,
Lexington
JayneLee Hollander, Calhoun
DannyMichael Huff" 0, Paducah
CharlesRichard Hughes" 0, Tollesboro
RobertElton Hughes, Ir., Somerset
HubertGregory Hume, Maysville
CharlesR. Ingram"", Williamsburg
SamuelEvans Isaacs 11°", Lebanon
YvonneMarie Isaacs, Warren, Mich.
MarthaFoushee Jones, Ekron
JamesMorris Lakes, Lexington
JoshuaPaul Langsdale" 0, Covington






DwightRandall Manion °0, Henderson
WesleyKay Martoc" ", Glasgow
RichardEdwin Marting, Ft. Mitchell
StephenLaVelle Mattingly, Lebanon Jet.
Arthur Corwin McLean, Louisville
LawsonP. McNary, Hopkinsville
JohnFredrick McPhearson, Ft. Mitchell
)
I
Frederick Joseph Meister", Greenville
Frederick William Meyer, Jr. 0, Beckley,
W. Va.
Stephen Leroy Meyer, Henderson
Charles Kimble Miller, jr., Brandenburg
Michael David Miller, Dawson Springs
Steven Craig Miller, Groveport, O.
Robert I-Iummer Morrisoo, Lexington
William Edward Mosso, Williamsburg
Kathy Flynn Mueller, Ft. Thomas
Dannie Lester Mullins, Stanford
Karen Navarin, Arlington, Va.
Michael David Needlemanoo, Bardstown
Douglas McGuire Neuman, Lyndon
Marshall James Ney, Jr., Ft. Thomas
Stephanie Louise Nicely, Indianapolis,
Ind.
Ryan Madison Noble, Fern Creek
Michael Alan Nolan, Newport
Paulette Ann Notari, Louisville
Sherrell Wayne Nunnelley":", Louisville
Barry Ray Ogtlby", Dixon
Margaret Marker Pendley", Lexington
Ralph Dewey Petrey", Lexington
Marvin PhilpotO, Manchester
Russell Gordon Ptng"", Somerset
Norman W. Preston, Jr."", Jenkins
Gene Joseph Pusateri, Youngstown, O.
Francis Marion Raine, [r., Rineyville
Richard John Resler, Winchester
Larry Randall Rhodes" 0, Lexington
William James Richards, Lexington
Lawrence L. Robey, Shepherdsville
Michael D. Rogers, Ashland
Deborah Kay Rudolph, Lexington
Karen Boxley RugglesOO, Lexington
Don Paul Russell, Paducah
John Michael Russell, Valley Station
Thomas Joe Sauer, Owensboro
Harry John Schomberg, Jr. 00, Louisville
Benjamin Crawford Sewell III, Maysville
Larry Robert Shapero", Lexington
Cynthia Ardery Shawoo, Lawrenceburg
Pamela Ann Sheffer", Frankfort
Clinton Lewis Shepard, Xenia, O.
Randall Bruce Smith, Lexington
Wesley Mills Smith IHu, Lexington
Robert Brock Stocker, Lexington
Edwin Frederick Struss III, Louisville
Dennis D. Stuckey"", Frankfort
Bruce Magruder Survant" 0, Lexington
Rodney Varian Tapp, Owensboro
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James Alfred Tarter, Covington
Harry Turner Taylor, Jr.-oo, Cynthiana
Richard James TaylorO, Lexington
R. Bruce Telfeyan, Great Neck, N. Y.
Charles Edward Theiler II'" 0, Louisville
Gerald Ahern Thornton, Lexington
Carol Louise Tipton, Shelbyville
William Steven Trott, Evansville, Ind.
Kenneth Ray Troutman, Louisville
Erwin Gale Turner, Mt. Hermon
Robert Thorne Vail, [r., Louisville
Scott Dillon ValentineOO, Lexington
David Wickliffe Victor, jr., Lexington
Robert M. Vincent, Leitchfield
Betty Joan WaggonerOO, Lexington
John Clark Wagner"'O, Frankfort
Donald Richard Walters", Catlettsburg
Martin Lee Wheeler, Lexington
John J. wuu-, Paintsville
Thomas Martin Williams, Lexington
James Morton Wood, Lexington
Martha M, woods, Lexington
Arthur C. Wotiz, Greenwich, Conn.
Marc Kenneth Zweig", Louisville
Bachelor of Arts in Journalism
James David Ennis
Bachelor of Music
Rebecca J. Baileyoo, Lexington
Drusilla Darlene Ballard, Corbin
Claudette BottomOo, Lexington
Diane Carrick", Georgetown
Dana Harold Conkel, Lexington
Rex Albert Conner", Lexington
Patricia A. Eastham Dye" 0, Science Hill
Ned Eugene Farrar-l>O,Ann Arbor, Mich.
Diane Cary Foust" 0, Athens, Ga.
Bonnie Shearer Mays, Winchester
Shelia Kay O'Nan, Defoe
Jane Powachana, Lexington
Martin M. Puckett" ", Lexington
Gelena Sue Reed, Lexington
Marilyn Joyce Schraeder", Loyall
Doris Ann Stanley, Campbellsburg
Charlotte Odell Tacy, Lexington
Danny John Uhl-l>O,Ames, Ia.
John Daniel White, Monticello
Jack Dale ZackeryH, Central City
College of Agriculture
Dean: Charles Elmer Barnhart
Bachelor of Science in Agriculture
Eldred Edward Adams, jr., Louisa
Hubert Gene Allen, Hueysville
Phil Bayes, Ravenna
Jane Ann Bierley, Portsmouth, O.
Christine Wallis Bird, Sykesville, Md.
Steve Aaron Bootes, Louisville
William Douglas Breeding, Columbia
Douglas Ray Brown, Georgetown
Katherine Tandy Brown 411>, Mayfield
James Stephen Calloway, Crab Orchard
David T. Campbell, Henderson
William Arnold Campbell#fI, Lexington
Michael A. Carney, Bloomfield
Robert Joseph Carr, Emerson, N. J.
Michael White Carter"", Stanford
Russell 'Wilson Case, Cynthiana
Gerald Wayne Centers" ", Lexington
James Franklin Christensen (I (I. Monticello
Everitt Paul Clark, If.OIl>,Lebanon
Edward George Cochran, Rineyville
Donald Stephen Coffey":", Liberty
Finnon Milton Cook" 0, Cobb
Douglas Edward Cox" 0, Georgetown
William Benjamin Crain, Versailles
Gene Roper Davie, Hopkinsville
Lon Whitman Deckard °0, Cincinnati, O.
Richard Allen Deibel, Crestwood
Susan Ann Dempsey, Lyndhurst, N. J.
Eric N. Denton, Robards
Charles Bingley Dickerson, Jr.4O,
Lexington
Tim J. Dievert, Danville
Patricia Ellen Drum, Huntington, W. Va.
John R. Elliott, Jr.4O, McKinney
Edward F. Fegenbushoo, Louisville
Willis Gene Floyd °0, Yosemite
Eldred Crabtree Ford'' ", Owensboro
Leonard Edwin Cilkison"", Carlisle
Fred Lee Ctllum" ", Grand Rivers
Stanley Charles Gordon, Lexington
Andrew Jackson Gray, Trenton
James Roe Greene, jr., Lexington
Charles 'William Hackensmith, Lexington
Kenneth Woodrow Haines, [r.",
Union Springs, Ala.
Don Richard Haney, Nancy
Lloyd William HartOO, Russell Springs
Ronald Louis Hazel, Sonora
Joseph Eric Hinton, Vine Grove
B. Franklin Hoopeso 0, Bloomington, Ill.
Stephen Thomas Horton, Winchester
William Jerry Hurt, Burkesville
Nancy Kay Hutchison 0 0, Maysville
Brent Alexander Jacobs, Cincinnati, O.
Paul Andrew KellyO0, Falmouth
David Wayne Klee, Lexington
Gerald Clifton Korfhage, Louisville
James Frank Krameroo, Alexandria
Paul Anthony Kunkeloo, Independence
Dennis David Lair", Stanford
Douglas Warren Lambert", Lexington
David Hunter Lee" ", Mt. Sterling
Glenn Ford Mackte" ", Versailles
Michael Dennis Major, Ft. Mitchell
John Hardin Marcum, Hodgenville
Merritt William Manso, Lexington
James Rollins May", Pembroke
Robert Lee McClain, Taylorsville
James Bennett McElroy, Morganfield
Mary L. McIlvaino, Moorestown, N. J.
Harry A. Mills", Inez
Charles Thomas Moore":", Paducah
Randolph Harrison NewtonOO,
Hopkinsville-
Robert Lee Noe, Paint Lick
Darryl Nelson Nunnelley", Florence
Patrick Michael O'Neill, Louisville
John Garrett Parker"", Augusta
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Charlie Howard Parris, Jr.o 0, Louisville
Lee Ann Phillips" 0, Potomac, Md.
Michael Wayne Phillips, Poole
Charles Wayne Pirozzoli, Lexington
Stephen K. Plenge" 0, Shepherdsville
Warren Dee Plunkett, jr., Hopkinsville
John Randall PrittsOO, Canonsburg, Pa.
Clark Lee Quisenberry" 0, Winchester
Elizabeth Ann Quisenberry, Louisville
Robert James Heinacher, Hicksville, N. Y.
John Walter Reynolds, Perryville
George Shackleford Robinson 0 °,
Lexington
Mary Louise Sandfordoo, Matawan, N. J.
Darryl Kent Sargent, Lexington
Betty Gean Schaber", Louisville
William David Shewmaker, Springfield
Phines Leon Smiley" 0, Harned
Lafe Spencer Smith, [r., Warsaw
Larry Ray Smith, Ezel
Jan Ward Smits°0, Lexington
James William Sparrow, Gravel Switch
James Edward Sullivan, Springfield, Ill.
Susan Sullivan, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Kenneth Carroll Taylor" 0, New Castle
Michael Lee Tobyo 0, Somerset
Michael Norris Tompkins4O, Slaughters
Larry Lee Toohey 00 , Cave City
Joe Lynn Travisoo, Glasgow
Larry Glenn Vaught, Calhoun
William Bishop wash"", Savannah, Ga.
Lana Sue Weckbach", Covington
Miller Adams Welch4O, Lexington
Steven Floyd Wills, Falmouth
Woodrow Thomas Wilsonoo, Versailles
Bobby Gene Wood, Cobb
David Leon wood", Auburn, Ala.
Darrell Keith YoungOO, Perryville
Loretta Virginia Young, Glasgow
College of Engineering
Dean: Robert Mortimer Drake, Jr.
Bachelor of Science in Agricultural
Engineering
Bruce Alan Abbott, Corydon
James David Klaiber, Georgetown
Terry Michael Mrdden"", Cynthiana
Kenneth Trefor Overturf, Ft. Knox
Frederick Allan Payne, Hardinsburg
Larry Gene Wells-OO,Falmouth
Philip Wayne Westerman (I; -0, Corydon
Bachelor of Science in Chemical
Engineering
John Michael Ballard, Covington
Samuel Joseph Bustabad, Grahn
James Andrew Carlton, Maceo
Mark Lee Curnutte, Russell
Vernon Neal Goetz, Highland Heights
Walter Thomas Goss, Harlan
John Mitchell Horton, West Point
Howard Edward Irvin, Jr. u. Ft. Mitchell
Jon Edward Jasper, Winchester
James Philip Johnson, New Haven
Marc Richard Kuhnhein, Lexington
StevenRay Osborne, Trinity
John Paul Owen, Louisville
James Russell Plessinger, Ft. Wright
Edward Allen Hychtarik, Lisle, Ill.
Gary Phillip Sanderson, Hickory
Jerome Joseph Schmitz, Ludlow
Gerald Henry Slucher", Lexington
RoyDouglas Smith, Benton
William Edward Thompson, Kevil
Stephen Owen Walker, Cleveland, O.
John Robert Watts" 4, Hickman
VirgilPaul WeikelH, Louisville
David Lee Wicks, Henderson
JohnEarl Wright, Henderson
Larry Dale Wynn, Benton
Bachelor of Science in Civil
Engineering
WilliamClayton Adams, .lr-, Murray
Larry Ray Anderson, South Shore
David Lysle AllenH, Elizabethtown
Ralph K. Anderson, Jr. 4, Burkesville
ThomasA. Bacon, Frankfort
RobertEarl Ballardu, Lexington
Ronald Leroy Barrow" "', Louisville
MarkLee Boyce, Westover, Pa.
Howard Pingree Brown, jr., Attleboro,
Mass.
Benjamin Terrill Burke, Ashland
Terry Ray Burlew" 4, Lexington
Steve R. Carver" 4, Bowling Green
John Robert Chapman, jr., Uniontown
Richard Holman Chasey, Jr. '"4, Long
Branch, N. J.
Jon David Chellgren, Ashland
Roger Earl Coffev'' ", Liberty
John Eldon Cornett, London
Paul Alvin Cornett, Skyline
Jerome A. Costa, jr., Alexandria
Larry Gene Cranfill 4"', LaGrange
Jesse Thomas Crask"", Lawrenceburg
Wallace Wayne Currans 44, Lexington
James Wade Davenport, Florence
Joe Kelly Deaton, Hazard
Darrell Keith Dudgeon, Georgetown
Don Wilburn Duff, Lexington
Arthur Wayne Duncan't ", Hillsboro
Robert Downs Farley, Ashland
William Proctor FeltsH, Sturgis
James E. FosterH, Lexington
Richard Louis Guidi 4 4, Florence
Stephen Lawrence Hibbitts44, Orange,
Calif.
Joe Horkvv", Danville
Terry Wayne House, London
Jack Lee Howard, High Splint
Stephen Gray Howard, London
Joe Kirtley Howell, Island
Glen Martin Kelly "'4 , Danville
Timothy T. Koch, Russellville
Joe Calvin LewisH, Glasgow
Ronnie Pascal Lillard, Covington
Charles Ronald Lovanu, Owensboro
Mark McCammish, Winchester
James Rhett McGregor, Nortonville
Joe Porter Mcl.ean", Russellville
Claude Perry Meers, Bardstown
Edward Hughes Merryman, Lexington
James Leo MillerH, Harlan
Richard Arlen Parks" "', Pittsburgh, Pa.
Gary Stephen Poole?", Dawson Springs
Harold Wayne Powell, Liberty, Ind.
Ronald William Roberts4"', Louisville
James Edward Schter" ", East Amherst,
N. Y.
James Murrell Scott, [r., Louisville
William Mount Seymour" 4, Lexington
Alvah Lyndon SkaggsH, Hazard
James J. Skinner, Owensboro
John Thompson Sma1l44, Carlisle
Kenneth Cornelius Smith44, Summer
Shade
Sherrill Ray SmithH, Louisville
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Caroline Patrick Wade 00 4, Lexington
James Bernard Walasek, Cleveland, O.
Arthur Everett Walker, jr., Mt. Sterling
Roger Denton Walker, Ft. Thomas
Anthony Lee Watkins, Harlan
Roger A. Williams, Lexington
Alan Dale Wilson44, Covington
George Markham Woolwineu, Princeton
Bachelor of Science in Electrical
Engineering
Franklin Conzalo Aparicio, Lexington
Carl Collings Beeler", Bardstown
Don Franklin Blackburn 40, Stanville
Pleas Stuart Bowling, 'Walton
James Austin BrewerH, Erlanger
Ronald Lee Brown 4"', Raceland
Earl Wayne Bruce, Harlan
Ben Wheeler Carr, Jr.4 00, Harlan
George Stephen Carruba, Cumberland
Robert Lee Caskey" 4, Ashland
Lynn M. Collinsv ", Ashland
Hubert Scotty Cox, Wurtland
Ivan Wayne Doane, Paducah
Heston Joseph Driskell", Henderson
Benny Ray Dukes, Louisville
Rand Jeffery Eikelberger"'Oo, Lexington
Philip Edward Feistritzer, Ir., Stanford
William Leslie Fisher" 4, Russell
Edwin Watson Ford, Versailles
Larry Steven Culley", Middlesboro
David Alfred Gwinn, Lexington
Basil Dee Hall, Jr.H, Louisville
Ralph Lee Harkins, Providence
Louis John Haskellu, Florence
Floyd Ervin Henson, jr., Middlesboro
William M. Herndon" 4, Livermore
Roger Garland Herron, Lexington
Robert Michael Hewett40, Lexington
Robert Leo Jones, Ekron
Robert Richard Knosp, Ludlow
Thomas Gary Knott44, Henderson
Ronald Alvin Kurtz"'''', Harrodsburg
Daryl Foster Lewis, Danville
Wayne Taylor Lucasu, Georgetown
Larry Don McGregor4, Benton
Daniel H. Mckenzte" ", West Liberty
Charles Larry Magruder" 00,
Shepherdsville
Christopher Nash Milleru, Lexington
James Hondall Moberly, London
John R. Moeller" 4, Louisville
Ronald Rumford Monsons ", Foster
James Curtis Mosesf ", Berea
Phillip Allen Moss":", Campbellsville
Robert Dudley Nevels", Hopkinsville
Kenneth Ray Ntchols" ", Princeton
James Earl NorrislloO, Owensboro
James J. Palmer", Lexington
Victor Para"", Lexington
Glen Stuart Peace, Pineville
Terry Dean Pelfrey", Winchester
William Robert Price" 0, Lexington
Thomas Overton Pritchett't ", Lexington
John Moore Reeves, Winchester
Ronald Jean Btce" ", Crittenden
Robert Louis Hives" 0, Lexington
James A. Rodgers, Frankfort
Ralph William Russell IIoo, Ashland
Victor Michael SimiH, Lexington
Prentice Lynwood Smith°0, Ezel
William Neville Stacy, Winchester
John Michael Tarr" -, Winchester
Albert Greer Teater, Lexington
Larry Thomas Vice, Lexington
Lawrence Peter Waldron, Lexington
Michael David Webb, Franklin
Caleb B. West", Florence
Dale Stanford Whiteoo, Lexington
Ronald Lee Willhite" 0, Pleasureville
Creston Clay Woodson, Eubank
Bachelor of Science in Mechanical
Engineering
Charles Mark Allen, Fulton
James John Asseff, JI.H, Jeffersontown
James R. Barrett, Lexington
John R. Basham, Maceo
Jackie Dale Bates, Blackey
Kenneth Edward Blake, Waverly
Richard Melvin Bloyd °0, Greensburg
Leslie Dennis Boggs" 0, High Splint
Robert Bernard Bullock", Hodgenville
Jerry Wayne Carter, Paducah
Frederick Howard Coates, Jr.oo,
Louisville
John Michael Cohen 0, Henderson
David A. Collier, Paris
Nickolas Allen Cooley, McDowell
Robert James Cooper, Lexington
Dennis Gay Cope °0, Paducah
Danny Keith Day":", Whitesburg
William Randall Drumoo, Silver Grove
Felix David Freeman, Rineyville
John Bowler Fuller" ", Lexington
George Lawrence Gallo, Clark, N. J.
Chris Gottschalk, Paducah
Edward Louis Grimes °0, Ludlow
Kenneth Willard Harper lIoo, Mt.
Sterling
Robert Charles Harrison, Franklin
Joseph Stephen Hooo, Lexington
Charles Thomas Holbrook" 0, Ft. Wright
Patrick Dean Johnson III, New Haven
Lary Duane Jonesoo, Flemingsburg
Kenneth Alan Keeling, Louisville
Robert Michael King, Mt. Sterling
John Louis Knener" ", Danville






Roy Keith Morehead, Mayfield
Daniel Robert Mueller, Jr., Ft. Thomas
John Stephen Mullins<'>\:>,Harrodsburg
Harold Randall Owens, Waynesburg
Charles Edward Prewttt"", New Castle
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Linda Fay Redd, Charleston, W. Va.
William Nathan Bhea"", Shepherdsville
Clarence Joseph Rode, jr., Fern Creek
John William Rutledge °0, Allensville
Danny Lee Sams", Lexington
Gary Allen Shemwell, Benton
Raymond Bernard Shuman" ", Paris
William Adams Smothers" °,
Shepherdsville
David Edward Strohm, Ft. Thomas
Ronald J. Struve, Lexington
Frank William Tanner" 0, Lexington
Sin Kwang The, Lexington
Charles Edward Thiel °0, Ft. Mitchell
Larry J. Thompson, Lexington
Thomas Edward Thompsonoo, Paducah
Christian Cecil Thorupoo, Danville
Joe M. Tompkinsoo, Lexington
Richard Ray veazey" ", Calvert City
Thomas Lee Vormbrock, Louisville
James A. Wade, Lexington
Phillip Lloyd Walker, Paducah
Lawrence Linville Williams, Russell
Thomas Bell Wilson, Jr.0o, Lexington
Joseph Robert Yanek, Clark, N. J.
Bachelor of Science in Metallurgical
Engineering
Douglas E. Beach, Dayton
Randall Taft Bentley" 0, Whitesburg
Michael Earle, West Paducah
Donald Kenneth Haggard, Dayton
Peter Patrick Kelly", Southampton, N. Y.
Freddy Dale Mullins, Livingston
Van Buren Steppoo, Lexington
James Terry Tidwell", Florence
College of Education
Dean: George 'V. Denemark
Bachelar of Arts in Education
Linda Marie Abbott, Danville
Major: Elementary Education
Thad Samuels Abell II", Sylvania, O.
Major: English
Archie Leo Ackley, Gerry, N. Y.
Major: History and Political Science
(Junior High)
Betty Miller Adams, Ashland
Major: Biological Science and English
Renee Bledsoe Adams, Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
William Robert Adams, Ft. Thomas
Major: History and Sociology
Beverly Newton Adkins", Harrodsburg
Major: Elementary Education
W. James Albertson, Somerset
Major: Art
John Hunt Alexander", Lexington
Major: History and Political Science
Joann M. Alieno, Jackson
Major: Elementary Education
Margaret Spry Allen \1;, Evanston, Ill.
Major: Elementary Education
Niesje Ferris Allen, Ft. Thomas
Major: Elementary Education
Rebecca Sue Allen, Leitchfield
Major: Special Education: Speech and
Hearing
Mary Irene Allshouse", Lexington
Major: Business Education (General
Business)
Linda Carole Amburgey, Ashland
Major: Business Education (Secretarial)
Barbara Sue Anderson, Lexington
Major: History (Junior High)
Carol S. Anderson, Lexington
Major: Chemistry
Janet Sue Anderson", Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
Richard James Andretta, Lexington
Major: History
Philip Nathan Argento, Lexington
Major: Health and Physical Education
Theresa Joy Armour, Elizabethtown
Major: Elementary Education
Walter Stanley Asbridge", Lexington
Major: History
Beverly Faye Ashcraft, Covington
Major: Elementary Education
James E. AuberryH, Springfield
Major: English
Rosemary Aud, Whitesville
Major: Special Education: Speech and
Hearing
Barbara H. AyersH, Hulen
Major: Elementary Education
Catherine MacFarland Baer, Bluefield,
W. Va.
Major: Special Education: Speech and
Hearing
Sharon O'Daniel Bailey, Catlettsburg
Major: Elementary Education
Mary Ann Baker, Kettering, O.
Major: Special Education: Speech and
Hearing Therapy
Mary King Baker, Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
Richard Douglas Baldwtn"", Lexington
Major: Health and Physical Education
James Hilton BallewOIl',Frankfort
Major: Health, Physical Education and
Recreation
Carole Gwen Banks, Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
Carolyn Webb Bames" ", Bedford
Major: Business Education
Jim Carroll BamesH, Milton
Major: Business Education (General
Business)
John L. Barnett, Lexington
Major: English
Sandra Beth Baron, Louisville
Major: History
Donna Faulconer Barr", Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
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Wanda L. Barrows, Frankfort
Major: Elementary Education
Lizabeth Anne Basham, Valley Station
Major: Elementary and Special
Education: (Orthopedically
Handicapped)
Marsha Ann Bates, Louisville
Major: Elementary Education
Rebecca Ann Begin", Lexington
Major: Mathematics
Joy Elizabeth Bellinger, Danville
Major: Spanish
Paula Banks Benedict, Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
James Wayne Bennett", London
Major: Biological Science
Sharon Kay Bennington, Middletown, O.
Major: Elementary Education
James Burnett Bentleyoo, Berea
Major: Health and Physical Education
Linda Lee Berkley, Princeton
Major: Elementary Education




Donna Carroll Beverly">, Warsaw
Major: Elementary Education
Jane Collins Bickford, Auxier
Major: Mathematics
Joyce Williams Bieleckiu, Virginia
Beach, Va.
Major: Physical Education and Special
Education: (Orthopedically
Handicapped)
Richard John Bteleckf" ", Clark, N. J.
Major: Health, Physical Education and
Recreation
Angela J. Biggs, Lexington
Major: Biological Science
Robert Leroy Bills, jr., Indianapolis, Ind.
Major: Business Education
Larry Edward Btrd"", Norwood, O.
Major: Social Studies
Bonita Kay Bishop, Cincinnati, O.
Major: Elementary Education
Judith Ann Bishop, Rineyville
Major: Business Education
Mary Luzilla Bitting", Louisville
Major: Elementary Education





William Allan Blair, jr., Lombard, Ill.
Major: Mathematics
Susan Bertram Block, Vanceburg
Major: History
David Charles Bodkin", Ludlow
Major: Biological Science
Woodie Henderson Bogie, Dayton, O.
Major: History
Jenna Lynn Bolton, Somerset
Major: Art
Lina Kay Bond, Benham
Major: Business Education
Martha Ann Boone, Henderson
Major: Elementary and Special
Education: (Trainable Mentally
Retarded)
Bettina Arlene Borst" ". Ashland
Major: Elementary Education
Ann Gamble Bortner, Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
Lawrence Jay Bowers, Rineyville
Major: History
Robert Harges Bowling, Ashland
Major: History
Leonard Robert Bowman, Paw Paw
Major: Science
Jean Kay Boyd, Wilmette, Ill.
Major: English
Clarence William Bralley" ", Johnson
City, Tenn.
Major: History and Political Science
Lynette Tucker Branson, Hobbs, N. M.
Major: Special Education: Speech and
Hearing Therapy
Lois Jean Braswell", Covington
Major: Elementary Education
Jennie Park Brawncru, Frankfort
Major: Elementary Education
Anne Shackelford Bridges, Mt. Sterling
Major: Business Education (Secretarial)
Caroline Hill Broadwater" ~, Middlesboro
Major: Social Studies
Carolyn Ann Brooks, Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
Catherine Crouse Brown~~, Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
Henry Matthew Brown, Erlanger
Major: Social Studies
John Marquette Broworng" ", Falmouth
Major: History
Jean Ann Buchananltlltl, Louisville
Major: Health, Physical Education and
Recreation
Vicki Hoven Buck, Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
Mary Cleveland Buckman 1tI, Lexington
Major: Elementary and Special
Education: (Educable Mentally
Retarded)
Susan Elliott Budesheim" ", Lexington
Major: Mathematics and Chemistry
Edward Theodore Buerkle", Louisville
Major: History
Miriam Louise Buford"", Nicholasville
Major: English
Ruth C. Burgoyne, Covington
Major: Elementary Education
Dana Rai Burke, Pikeville
Major: Elementary Education
Linda Sherry Burkhart" 1tI, Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
Mary Dianne Burton ItI 1tI, Eubank
Major: Elementary Education
Pamela Jean Butler, Erlanger
Major: Elementary and Special
Education: (Educable Mentally
Retarded)
Terrene Julia Cable, Independence
Major: Elementary Education
Kay Frances Campbellltlltl, Louisville
Major: Elementary Education
Eloise Anne CardenltlQ, Crestwood
Major: Elementary Education
Julia Gwen Carnes", Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
Patricia Lee Carpenter", Louisville
Major: Spanish
Doris Short Carr, Danville
Major: Elementary Education
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Georgia Weir Carter°ltl, Paducah
Major: Business Education
Marlin Campbell Carter, Nicholasville
Major: History
Marianne Casey, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Major: Spanish
Patricia Ann Castle", Prestonsburg
Major: Elementary Education
Margie Carol Caudill, Eubank
Major: English
Roger Darrell Caudill", Lexington
Major: History
Edward Rogers Cerny" 1tI, Columbia, S. C.
Major: Mathematics and Physical Science
Dale Fredrick Chapman, Walton
Major: Social Studies
Delanea Donta Chapman, Ashland
Major: Elementary Education
Ronnie Jay Chapmanu, Ashland
Major: Biological Science
Barbara Hinton Cheap~ltI, Georgetown
Major: English
Mildred Carole (Hardin) Cheatham",
Lexington
Major: Biological Science
Marilyn Sue Chesney, Monticello
Major: Elementary and Special
Education: (Trainable Mentally
Retarded)
Betty Frances Childers, Ashland
Major: Elementary Education
Carol [o Cbristopher" ", Winchester
Major: Mathematics
William C. Chupil ItI ~, Cleveland, O.
Major: Health, Physical Education and
Recreation
Andrea Lee Clark, Lexington
Major: Elementary and Special
Education: (Trainable Mentally
Retarded)
Rodney Vernon Cloyd(/(!, Lawrenceburg
Major: Health and Physical Education
Sandra Colley Coats, Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
Donna Hoskins Coffey, Hustonville
Major: Elementary Education




JudithLyle Coleman, Ft. Thomas
Major: Health, Physical Education and
Recreation
DwightD. Colson II 11, Corinth
Major:Science
JudyWade Combest, Lexington
Major: French (Junior High)




Lora Jane Combs 11, Hazard













RonaldEdward Cox" II, Lexington
Major: Business Education (General
Business)
MitziCarrico Coyle411, Lebanon
Major: Business Education (Secretarial)
ConstanceFlannery Crace, Ashland
Major: Physical Education
[ina Bryan Craft, Hazard
Major: Elementary Education
EugeniaDeVere Cravens, Franklin, Ind.
Major: Elementary Education
Alice Stahl Crewsu, Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
RaymondLee Cross, Hodgenville




Major: Business Education (Secretarial)
KerryVan Curling 11, Princeton
Major: History and Special Education:
(Educable Mentally Retarded)
Sherry Lee Daily, Newport
Major: English




Sharon Lee Daniels, Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
Elizabeth Ann Danko, Cincinnati, O.
Major: History
James W. Daugherty, Lexington
Major: Biology
David Ray Davis, Totz
Major: Social Studies
Michael Thomas DavisH, Morning View
Major: Special Education: (Educable
Mentally Retarded)
Paula Kay Davis, Ashland
Major: Elementary Education
Sue Layne Davis, Falmouth
Major: Elementary Education
Sue Paulette Davis", Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
Linda Ann Day, Covington
Major: Elementary Education
Anna L. Deaton", Florence
Major: Business Education
Brenda D. DeBoard # 11, Tutor Key
Major: English
Cynthia Carol DeBono, Trinidad, Colo.
Major: Elementary and Special
Education: (Educable Mentally
Retarded)
George Edward Decker, Elizabethtown
Major: History and Political Science
Lynn Ann Delaney" 11, Ashland
Major: Elementary Education
Janice Caye DeLong, Louisville
Major: Sociology
Theodore L. DeSanto44, Louisville
Major: English
Carla Alden Dimmitt, Louisville
Major: Elementary and Special
Education: (Orthopedically
Handicapped)




Roy Hancock Dorsey, Lexington
Major: Physics and Mathematics
Sandra Hays Dorsey, Lexington
Major: English
William Thomas Douglas, Boston
Major: History (Junior High)
Carolyn Louise Downard, Louisville
Major: Elementary Education
Susan Norene Downard, Louisville
Major: History
John Wallace Downs", Louisville
Major: English and History
Jeanne Hunter Doyle, Nicholasville
Major: History
Sandra Lynn Dozier, Independence
Major: Spanish
Victoria Rae Drager44, Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
Sharon Lynn Drescher" 4, Frankfort
Major: Business Education (Secretarial)
Dennis Morgan Drinnen 114, Loveland, O.
Major: History and Special Education:
(Educable Mentally Retarded)
Anne Haynes Duer, Princess Anne, Md.
Major: Elementary Education
Linda Dunlevy Duff, Covington
Major: Speech and Drama
Linda Dille Duncan, Chesapeake, O.
Major: History
Ruth Mason Duncan", Bagdad
Major: Elementary Education
Kelley Kirby Dunn 11, Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
Marion Lee Edwards, Falls Church, Va.
Major: Elementary Education
Marilyn Sue Ellis44, Covington
Major: English
Roberta Theresa Erena, Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
Jeanne B. Ericsson44, Joliet, Ill.
Major: Art
Gladys H. EsteppU, Lexington
Major: Art
Susan Vowels Esterle" ", Louisville
Major: Biological Science
Forrest Bingham Ewen 4 4, Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
Marsha Dean Fain 114, Hazard
Major: Business Education
Mary Io Fante"", Louisville
Major: Elementary Education
Susan Carroll Farrtngtcn't ", Crete, Ill.
Major: Business Education (Secretarial)
Linda Mae Fawbush ", Benham
Major: Elementary Education
Melody Dean Fay, Williamsburg, Pa.
Major: Elementary Education
Barbara [o Feagan, Brooksville
Major: Elementary Education
Thomas Charles Fee" ", Lexington
Major: History and Sociology
Cheryl Gwyn Fegley, Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
Sandra Lee Fielder, Cincinnati, O.
Major: Elementary Education
James Paul Fields", Lexington
Major: English
Mary Anne Fields, Cumberland
Major; Elementary Education
Ronald Alan FifeH, Elizabethtown
Major: History
James Keith Fisher", Lexington
Major: Social Studies
Michael R. Fisher" ", Lexington
Major: Health, Physical Education and
Recreation
Patricia Rayburn Fisher, Owensboro
Major: Elementary Education
Karen Gail Flood ", Campbellsburg
Major: English and Sociology
Cecilia Jc Flvnn" ", Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
Craig E. Folnsbee, Corning, N. Y.
Major; Health and Physical Education
Larry Wilton FordH, Lexington
Major: Mathematics
Deborah Sorrell Foster, Spring Station
Major: Biological Science
Peter Thompson Frailie", Ashland
Major: Health and Physical Education
and Special Education (Orthopedically
Handicappel)
Linda Powell France" ", Lexington
Major: English (Junior High)
Helane Lee Freed, Louisville
Major: English
Robert D. Frelbert, Lexington
Major: History
Paula Renee Frykholm, Radcilff
Major: History
Cora Lee Fugitte" ", Lexington
Major: History
Susan Marie Furnari, Arlington, Va.
Major: Elementary and Special
Education: (Educable Mentally
Retarded)
Leanne Hopson Futrell, Cadiz
Major: Elementary Education
Gloria Baker Gadd ", Lexington
Major; Elementary Education
Sarah Catherine Gaines, Midway
Major: Health and Physical Education
David L. Oander" ", Danville
Major: History
Joanne Cannon, Ft. Thomas
Major: Art
Jane Ellen Card", Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
Sandra Bishop Gardner, Glasgow
Major; History and Political Science
Arthur L. Gamer, Lynch
Major; Mathematics
Robert Jerome Gedrisf!"', Toms River,
N. r,
Major: History
Ruth Elaine Gehlbach, Henderson
Major; Elementary and Special
Education; (Educable Mentally
Retarded)
Deedie Ann Gibson, Paris
Major: Special Education: Speech and
Hearing
Eddie Arnold Gibson, Pippa Passes
Major: Health, Physical Education and
Recreation
Jane Royalty GilbertH, Harrodsburg
Major: Elementary Education
John Andrew Oildersleeve" ", Newton,
N. J.
Major: History
Kathleen Grimm Gilkison, Ft. Thomas
Major: Elementary Education
Joan Patricia Gipe, Louisville
Major: Elementary Education
Susan Jan Givens""", Hopkinsville
Major: Elementary Education
JoNeU Classcock" ", Perryville
Major: Social Studies





Judy Arlene Coodrich" ~, Radcliff
Major: Elementary Education
Diane F. Goodwin <> ~, Whitehouse Sta.,
N. J.
Major: English
Diane M. Gray, Fern Creek
Major: Elementary Education
Karen Jane Gray~, Ashland
Major: English and Sociology
John Morris Green, Lynch
Major: Elementary and Special
Education: (Educable Mentally
Retarded)
Marsha Saylor Greer, Harlan
Major: Elementary Education
Virginia Werle Gregg, Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
Ann Calhoun Croves"", Arlington, Va.
Major; Social Studies
Marie Antoinette Gutjahr, Cincinnati, O.
Major: Recreation
Lynda Anne Guyn, Lancaster
Major: Elementary Education
Charlene Mae Haake, Ft. Mitchell
Major: Elementary Education
Cynthia Jane Hablutzel, Erlanger
Major: History
Noel Worrell Haeberle", Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
Elizabeth Forsythe Hageman, Dayton, O.
Major: Special Education: Speech and
Hearing
Camille Noble Haggard, Lexington
Major: French and Spanish
Darliene Evon Haleyi)f!, Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
Bennie HaU"', Garner
Major: Mathematics and Chemistry
Carolyn Walker HaU, Louisville
Major: Elementary Education
Leslie Ann Hell"", Ashland
Major: English and History
Nola Jean Hall, Cumberland
Major: Business Education (Secretarial)
Thomas Ashley HaHH, Paintsville
Major: English

















Steven Bishop Hanson, Lexington
Major: English
Dianne Brown Harberson, Perryville
Major; Biological Science
Barbara Merle Hardesty", Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
Drew Sloan Hardgrove" (I, Lexington
Major: English
James Delbert Hardin, Sinai
Major: Social Studies
William Lee Hamed, Lexington
Major: History
Estelle Marie Harper, Paducah
Major: Elementary Education
Berna Lee Harris, Ashland
Major: Elementary Education
Ralph Rodger Hart" ", Louisville
Major: Special Education: (Educable




Doris Jean Hartlage, Lebanon Junction
Major: Elementary Education
Sarah Wells Hastings l)", Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
Peggy Lee Hatfield", Ashland
Major: Elementary Education
Janet Lee Hatterl), Waynesburg
Major: History
Ruth Elaine Hatton, Jackson
Major: Elementary Education
WilliamHarold Hawk" l), Catlettsburg





HallieAnn Hayden'' ", Lexington
Major: Art
Reginald Jakey Haymond ", Lexington
Major: History (Junior High)
Virginia Hedges, Henderson
Major: Elementary Education
Mary Kay Heffnerl)l), Charleston, W. Va.
Major: Elementary Education
Delma Rae Hehl, Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
Mimi Susan Heilman, Louisville
Major: Elementary and Special
Education: (Educable Mentally
Retarded)
Joyce Davis Hellard, Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
Mary Jo Helm", Danville
Major: Elementary Education
Jean Elizabeth Henderson, Louisville
Major: Art
Mary Jane Henderson, Irvington
Major: Elementary Education
Virginia Blackburn Hendon", Georgetown
Major: History (Junior High)
Susan Anne Henry, Signal Mountain,
Tenn.
Major: English
Daryl Jay Herman, North Brunswick,
N. J.
Major: Science
Priscilla Jean Hibberd, Radcilff
Major: Elementary and Special
Education: (Trainable Mentally
Retarded)
Ronnie D. Hicks, Dothan, Ala.
Major: Health and Physical Education
Mary Elizabeth Higgins, Hopkinsville
Major: Elementary Education
Susan Alice Hignite'":", Elizabethtown
Major: Elementary Education
Charles 'William Hill? l), Louisville
Major: Biological Science
Elizabeth Ann HilIenmeyer, Lexington
Major: Health, Physical Education and
Recreation
Marie Woods Hilleumeyer-" ", Lexington
Major: Business Education (Secretarial)
Margaret Christine Hogan'" ", Lexington
Major: Biological Science
Patricia Anne Holcombe- ", Lexington
Major: English (Junior High)
Sharon Lee Holland, Fairdale
Major: Mathematics
Richard Kenneth Holloway, Louisville
Major: History
Carol Ann Holub", Covington
Major: English (Junior High)
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Teresa jo Hopson, Auxier
Major: Business Education (Secretarial)
Richard Delano Hornbeek" ", Butler
Major: History (Junior High)
Cynthia Diane Hosea, Ft. Thomas
Major: Health, Physical Education and
Recreation
David Ross Hourigan l), Gravel Switch
Major: History and Political Science
(Junior High)
Marty Stevens Hoverman l), Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
Brenda Gail Howard, Harlan
Major: Elementary Education
Donna Louise Howell", Louisville, O.
Major: Elementary Education
Earlene Marie Huckleberry, Louisville
Major: Health, Physical Education and
Recreation
Jane Louise Huddleston, Harrodsburg
Major: Elementary Education
Lynne Nancy Huebner", Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
Howard Raymond Huff, Lexington
Major: Social Studies
Mary Lynne Hughes, Circleville, O.
Major: Elementary Education
Robert Leslie Hurt, Russell
Major: Recreation
Jeanie Freeman Hutcherson, Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
jo-Ellyn Rae Idzikowsk!", Timonium,
Md.
Major: Business Education
Linda Joan Isenhour; Covington
Major: History
Cheryl Hughes Issel, Lexington
Major: Health and Physical Education
Joanne Pryor Jackson, Shelbyville
Major: Elementary Education
Melva Rhea Jackson, Lexington
Major: English
Sarah Dunn Jacobs, Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
Betty Barnes jaeger", Ft. Mitchell
Major: Elementary Education
Bonnie B. jarvis" ", Central City
Major: Business Education
Martha Mielke Iarvis", Lexington
Major: English
Donna Jean Jasper, Somerset
Major: Elementary Education




Katherine Diane John, Columbus, O.
Major: Elementary Education
Betty Lou Johnson, Baxter
Major: Business Education
Beverly [ane johnson" ", Henderson
Major: Business Education (Secretarial)
Judith Ann Johnson, Little Rock, Ark.
Major: Speech and Hearing Therapy
Linda S. Johnson, Benham
Major: Special Education: Speech and
Hearing
Patricia Ann Johnson, Henderson
Major: Elementary Education
Anne Kathrine johnstone" ", Princeton
Major: Elementary Education
Linda Clay Jones, Providence
Major: Elementary Education
Phyllis Lee Jones, Milton, Pa.
Major: Elementary Education
Janice D, Jordan, Harlan
Major: Elementary Education
Elizabeth Jane Joseph, Chillicothe, O.
Major: Business Education (Secretarial)
Karen Rose juelg, Covington
Major: Special Education: Speech and
Hearing Therapy
Howard Robert Iust" ", Radcliff
Major: History
Nancy B. Kauffman" ", Erie, Pa.
Major: Elementary Education
Shirley Ann Kayser, Valley Station
Major: Elementary Education
Bari Lynn Kazee, Pikeville
Major: Elementary Education
Deward Belmont Kazee" -0, Paintsville
Major: Business Education
Sandra Lee Keesee, Louisville
Major: Biological Science
Carol Day Keeton", Ashland
Major: Elementary Education
Gretchen Updike Kempf, Myrtle Beach,
s. c.
Major: Elementary Education
Denver Louis Kennett", Lawrenceburg,
Ind.
Major: History and Physical Education
Robert Alan Kenney, Lexington
Major: History
Jeffrey S. Kerr, Titusville, N. J.
Major: History and Political Science
Kathleen Ann Kettler, Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
Nancy Lynn Kidder, Sharpsburg
Major: Elementary Education
Doyle Dean King, Mt. Sterling
Major: History and Special Education:
(Educable Mentally Retarded)
Glenda Cart King, Lexington
Major: Business Education (Secretarial)
Russell Ktng" ", Lexington
Major: Biological Science
Carolyn Irvin Kirby, Sikeston, Mo.
Major: Elementary Education
Mary Roberta Kirtley, Bowling Green
Major: Elementary Education
Kimberley Ann Koestel, Louisville
Major: Business Education
Ann Walcutt Kohler" -0, Tiffin, O.
Major: Elementary Education
Barbara Joanne Kopczynski, Detroit,
Mich.
Major: Elementary Education
David Leo Kraemer, Bellevue
Major: Business Education (General
Business)
Sally Anne Kraft, Louisville
Major: Elementary Education
Kenneth Lee Kramer" -0, Louisville
Major: English
Lorraine Ann Kroeger", Ludlow
Major: Business Education (General
Business)
Nadine Laws Ladd, Lexington
Major: Art
Arthur Joseph Laib, Lexington
Major: History
Nancy Thomasson Laib", Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
Vivian L. Lafferty" -0, Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
Jimmie Joe Laf'ollette"", Falmouth
Major: Mathematics
Beverly Ann Laise, Louisville
Major: English
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Patrick Roy Lake", Ashland
Major: Biological Science
Yvonne E. LaLiberte, Louisville
Major: Elementary Education
Anne Thornton Lalvlaster"", New Castle
Major: Special Education: Speech and
Hearing Therapy
Donna Marie Landers, South Yarmouth,
Mass.
Major: Elementary Education
Elizabeth Catherine Lang "", Sparta,
N. J.
Major: Business Education (Secretarial)
Linda Claire Lange, Lexington
Major: Spanish
Lynn Ann Langel, Kirkersville, O.
Major: Elementary Education
Mary Ann Lowry Larimore, Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
Betty Helbum Larson, Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
George Orwin Laskey"", Beattyville
Major: History
Ann Louise Lassiter, Logan, W. Va.
Major: Elementary Education
Linda Carole Lawson, Lexington
Major: History and Political Science
(Junior High)
Theodore Andrew Lecrenski, Jr. -0 ,
Westfield, Mass.
Major: History and Business Education
(General Business)
Ann Gex Lee" -0, Ft. Thomas
Major: English
Marilyn Frances Lemaster", Hampton,
Va.
Major: Health, Physical Education and
Recreation
Linda Regina Lennon, Indianapolis, Ind.
Major: Elementary Education
Patricia Caudill Lentz, Winchester
Major: Music
Roberta Anne Levyu, Lexington
Major: Special Education: (Educable
Mentally Retarded) Health and
Physical Education
Ann Sharon Lewis, Louisville
Major: Elementary Education

















Diana Schott Lincks, London
Major: Elementary Education
Ruth Carolyn Ling, Southgate
Major: Elementary Education




OpalWhitt Lear" <'>, Ashland
Major: Elementary Education
Janis Withers London, Henderson
Major: History
PamelaA. Long" ", Louisville
Major: Elementary Education
Anne Nutter Lowe" ", Lexington
Major: Art and Biological Science
Kathryn Brucker Lowry, Madisonville
Major: Elementary Education
VirginiaRobin Lowry, Oak Park, Ill.
Major: Elementary and Special
Education: (Educable Mentally
Retarded)
Carla Combs Loy, Lexington
Major:Art






Danny Lee McCamish"'''', Elizabethtown
Major: History and Political Science
PhyllisDiane Mcflamish" ", Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
JohnMichael McClelland 00, Lexington
Major: Recreation
Elaine Cora McCormick, Fairborn, O.
.'!ajor: English
SusanKay McCrackeno, Davenport, Ia.




Major: Special Education: Speech and
Hearing
PatrickShaheen Mclclhones ", Lexington
Maier: History
Carolyn Hughes McFarland 0.- ", Lexington
Major: Business Education (Secretarial)
Wanda McCary, Malone




Stella Mae Mcintosh, Bonnyman
Major: Business Education
Mary Susan Mcknight", Florence, Ala.
Major: Special Education: Speech and
Hearing
Kathleen Iva Magee, Covington
Major: Mathematics
Patricia Ann Magee 0, Lexington
Major: Elementary and Special
Education: (Orthopedically
Handicapped)
Gail Alice Magester, Louisville
Major: Special Education: Speech and
Hearing Therapy
Robert E. Maggard, Lexington
Major: Physical Education
Jane Williams Maguire'":", Kermit, W, Va.
Major: Elementary Education





Sharron K. Manley, Lexington
Major: Social Sciences (Junior High)
M. Elaine Manning, Cincinnati, O.
Major: Business Education
Joan Elaine Marshall, Lexington




Larry William Martinv ", Lexington
Major: Health and Physical Education




Pamela Ann Marzetti, Ashland
Major: Elementary Education
Allie George Mason </I 0, Shelbyville
Major: History
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Donna Kay Mason, Louisville
Major: Biological Science
Lu Ann M. Martone, Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
Nancy jo Mayo, Kankakee, Ill.
Major: Elementary and Special
Education: (Trainable Mentally
Retarded)
Freddy Wayne Meade, Lexington
Major: History
Joseph Alphonsus Medley", Bardstown
Major: Health and Physical Education








James Monroe Miller, Owensboro
Major: History
Jean Allison Miller", Florence
Major: Elementary Education
Larry Wayne Miller, Louisville
Major: Science
Rae Ann Millero "'",Princeton
Major: Elementary Education
Michael Pierce Milliken, Lexington
Major: Biological Science
Jane Dixon Miner, Madisonville
Major: Elementary Education
Audrey Kaye Mtnk?", Miamisburg, O.
Major: Speech and Drama
Judy Lane Mobley, Harrodsburg
Major: Elementary Education
Ann B. Moore, Frankfort
Major: Elementary Education
Judith Ann Moore, Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
Marvin Cary Moore", Garrett
Major: Mathematics
Patricia Ann Vance Moore, Lexington
Major: Business Education
Michael Ralph Moreland", Covington
Major: History
Helen Maine Morrison, Kalamazoo,
Mich.
Major: Elementary Education
Ellen Hooge MottOO,Oakton, v«,
Major: Health, Physical Education and
Recreation
Basil B. Mullins, Lexington
Major: Health and Physical Education
Charlene Nadine Myers, Lexington
Major: English
Bobby Eugene Nelsonu, Brandenburg
Major: History
Joel Gene Nelson"", Springfield, Vn.
Major: English
Carolyn Mae Newman, Ashland
Major: Biological Science
Donald Alton Newmeo" ", Henderson
Major: Social Sciences
Martha Williams Newton", Ashland
City, Tenn.
Major: Elementary Education
Anne Leigh Nicholas, Louisville
Major: History
Linda Sue Ntchols" ", Lexington
Major: History
Leila Maureen Nicholsonu, Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
Myra Lynette NoffsingerU, Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
Iona Moore Noger"", Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
Robert Darrell Nolen0, Ashland
Major: History




Mike B. O'Bradovich e", Lynch
Major: History
Karen Ann O'Reilly" ", Erlanger




Dorothy Kelly Osborne", Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
Mary Ann Overturf, Fort Knox
Major: Elementary Education
Jean E. Owen" "', Georgetown, O.
Major: Elementary Education
Oweney Elias Owen°", Lebanon
Major: Health, Physical Education and
Recreation
James Brent Paldin", Mamaroneck, N. Y.
Major: Health and Physical Education
Lorie Lee Palmer, Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
Mary Elizabeth Palmer" 0, Benham
Major: Elementary Education
Susan Papa, Jamestown, N. Y.
Major: Elementary Education
Naomi Darnell Parker, Lexington
Major: English
Cheryl Elaine Parks, Lexington
Major: Biological Science
Mary Margaret Parrott", Lebanon
Major: Speech and Hearing Therapy
James Bryan Parsons, Port Allegany, Pa.
Major: Social Studies
Carolyn Sue Parttn" ", Berea
Major: History
Judy Page Patton, Franklin
Major: Elementary Education
Kenneth Lee Payne, Richmond, Va.
Major: Biological Science
Sarah Frances Payne, Prospect
Major: History
Joseph Richard Peck'"", Lexington
Major: English
Jacqueline Marie Pence, Stanford




Thomas John Pepitone, Jr."'''',
Chambersburg, Pa.
Major: Elementary Education
Jill M. Pepperu, Brackport, N. Y.
Major: Business Education
Morris Lynn Percifield" "', Columbus, Ind.
Major: History
Albert Henderson Perkins, Jr.°0, Radcliff
Major: Elementary and Special
Education: (Educable Mentally
Retarded)
Jean B. Petillo", Deal, N. J.
Major: Elementary Education
Kenneth Doyle Petrey, Cumberland
Major: Political Science
Joan Leona Petrokubi, Charleston, W. Va.
Major: Elementary Education
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Anita DeAngelis Pettus, Hopkinsville
Major: English
Phyllis Louise Peyton, Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
Ronald Leroy Peyton 0, Lexington
Major: Business Education (General
Business)
Betty Jane Phelpsu, Columbia
Major: Elementary Education
Susy Merrick Philhours", Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
Nan Mary Pigman, Lexington
Major: Elementary and Special
Education: (Trainable Mentally
Retarded)
Cheryl Lynn Plain OG, Lexington
Major: Art
Pamela Rollings Platt, Lexington
Major: Speech and Drama
Martha H. Poe, Paris
Major: Business Education (Secretarial)
Susie Stapleton Points, Lexington
Major: Business Education (Secretarial)
Julia Ann Pollard, Louisville
Major: English
Barbara Dee Poole, Williamson, W. Va.
Major: Elementary Education
Linda Louise Pope, Louisville
Major: Biological Science and Special
Education: (Educable Mentally
Retarded)
Peggy Amato Powell, Lexington
Major: History
Elaine S. Prewitt, Lexington
Major: Business Education (General
Business)
Ann Bierly Price, Louisville
Major: French
Marjorie Doyle Price", Shelbyville
Major: Elementary Education
Thomas Bradley Prtce"", Lexington
Major: Social Studies
Cynthia Ann Prttcbard"", LaGrange, Ill.
Major: History
Frances Elaine PughU, Washington N. J.
Major: English
Alice Jane Rabuck" 0, Lexington
Major: Special Education: Speech and
Hearing
Sandra Kay Hainey", Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
Jack Garland Baker?", Milton
Major: Physics




June Elizabeth Randolph", Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
Lawrence Joseph Hay"", Vine Grove
Major: Sociology and Biological Science
RoseMarie Ray, Elizabethtown
Major: Biological Science and Special
Education: (Educable Mentally
Retarded)
Pamela Louise Raymer, Leitchfield
Major: History
Jerome Paul Redden, Covington
Major: Social Studies
Claire Joyce ReedH, Newport
Major: Elementary Education
Delores Leslie Merritt Reichenbach,
Emma
Major: English
Louis Edward Reinhart, Jeffersontown
Major: Biological Science
Judy Lou Rexroat, Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
Deborah Earlene Rice, Versailles
Major: Health, Physical Education and
Recreation
Rachel Kirk Rice, Ft. Monmouth
Major: English
Rosemary Turner Hice", McDowell
Major: Business Education
Thomas Edward Btce" ", Garrett
Major: English and Sociology
Anita Lee Richard, Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
Jerry Kyle Richardson, Lynch
Major: Social Studies
Alfred Thomas Richardson <>-", Lexington
Major: German








JoAnne Martin Roberts" ", Garrett
Major: English
Robert Lee Robinson 0 ". Framingham,
Mass.
Major: Health, Physical Education and
Recreation
Sheryl Melinda Robinson, Nashville
Major: Elementary Education
Robyn M. Rogers, Lexington
Major: Spanish
Carolyn Sue Rohrer" ", Ft. Thomas
Major: Elementary Education
Rita H. Rolph 0, Elizabethtown
Major: Elementary Education
Judith Lynn Rose, Ashland
Major: English
Ronald E. Rose, Ashland
Major: History




Susan Gail Rothman, Henderson
Major: Recreation
Hosalee Roy, Nancy
Major: Business Education (Accounting)
Edward Lee Rudd 0"'", Lexington
Major: Health and Physical Education
and History




Catherine P. Sackfield, Louisville




Sara Blair Salvato, Cincinnati, O.
Major: Social Studies
Barbara Ann Sams", Ashland
Major: History
Lynne Patricia Sanders, South Bend, Ind.
Major: History
Ricki Vestermark Sanders, Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
Peggy Io Satterly", Lawrenceburg
Major: Business Education (Secretarial )
Darryl William Sauer" "'",Erlanger
Major: Geography (Junior High)
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Toni Gail Sawyer s ", Ashland
Major: Elementary Education
Frazier T. Sayre", Lexington
Major: History and Political Science
Diana Lois Schneider, Hebron
Major: History
Daphne Jo Stearman Schuster, Louisville
Major: Elementary Education
Teresa J. Schwagmeyer, Louisville
Major: Business Education (Secretarial)
Robert Wayne Schwartz, Flemingsburg
Major: Social Studies (Junior High)
Constance Davis Schwein, Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
Barry Benjamin Sclar " <>-,Millbury, Mass.
Major: Health and Physical Education
Margaret Lesesne Deerin Scott,
Washington, D. C.
Major: French
Gail Marie Sechrist, Fairview, Pa.
Major: Elementary Education
Janice Swindler Seymour, Louisville
Major: Physical Education and Special
Education: (Orthopedically
Handicapped)
Valerie Jean Shaffer, Grayson
Major: Elementary Education
Barbara Lou Sharpe", Indianapolis, Ind.
Major: Business Education
Brenda Sue Sheeley", Louisville
Major: English
Earl Eugene Sherman, Jr.<><>,Cumberland
Major: History and Political Science
Jane Elizabeth SherwoodH, Plainfield,
N. J.
Major: Elementary and Special
Education: (Educable Mentally
Retarded)
Melinda Warren Shields, Paducah
Major: Elementary Education
Joseph Patrick Shier, Fern Creek
Major: History and Political Science
Sarah Glenn Shiver, Henderson
Major: English
Linda Sue Shockey, Jeff
Major: Elementary Education
Josephine Langdon Shoop", Richmond
Major: Elementary Education
Carolyn Jeanette Short, Munfordville
Major: Elementary Education
Rebecca Ann ShortH, Stanford
Major: Elementary Education
Cindy Shoupeoo, Findlay, O.
Major; History and Sociology
Terry Lee Showers", Big Clifty
Major: History and Political Science
Sara Lee Sidebottom, Ft. Mitchell
Major: History
George Raymond Simons j) 0, Henderson
Major: English
Arthur Emerson Simpson II 0, Lexington
Major: Business Education (Ceneral
Business)
Danny Lynn Simpson, Berry
Major: History
Gwen Peek Sjmpson" ", Erlanger
Major: Elementary Education
Janet Lou Simpson"'o, Hopkinsville
Major; English
Tanya Slsk?", Lexington
Major: History and Sociology
James Roy Sisson, Lexington
Major: Geography
V. Bonita Mae Skaggs, Paintsville
Major: Special Education: (Educable
Mentally Retarded)
Philip A. Skapura", New Knoxville, O.
Major: Geography (Junior High)
James John Slack, Raritan, N, J.
Major; Biological Science
Julia Rodney Sloan j), Lexington
Major; Business Education (Secretarial)
Mary F. McCall Slone", Winchester
Major: English
Flora Ann Smith, Cincinnati, O.
Major: Mathematics, History and
Political Science
John Larkin Smith, Dwarf
Major: Social Studies
Joyce Ann Smith, Lynch
Major: Elementary Edu'cation
Linda Lou Smith, Henderson
Major: Biological Science
Wanda Gaye Smith, 'Waynesburg
Major: English
Margaret Boyd Smithers, Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
Candace Marie Sonderman t ", Midway
Major: Elementary Education
Victoria Ann Spare, Ft. Mitchell
Major: Elementary Education
Pamela Ann Spears?", Lexington
Major: Business Education
Pamela Spieso 0, Paris
Major: Elementary Education
Hilton Gaylord Staggs, Louisville
Major: History
Dennis W. Stark, Lexington
Major: Health, Physical Education and
Recreation
Mary Lynn Steinbock, Louisville
Major: Political Science
Charles Philip Stephens, Flatwoods
Major; Biological Science
John Alton Stephenson, Lexington
Major; Social Studies
Sherrill Lynn Stevens, Ashland
Major: Health and Physical Education
Vicki Lynn Steward, Covington
Major: Speech and Drama
Pamela Sue Stewart, Cynthiana
Major: Elementary Education
Michael Allen Stidham, Jackson
Major: Social Studies
Roberta Meredith Stinson, Louisville
Major: Elementary Education
Jane Stoer, Mt. Sterling, O.
Major; Elementary Education
Dianna R. Stouffer, Wilmington, O.
Major: Elementary Education
Gilda Ann Stratton, Louisville
Major: History and Sociology
Donna Jean Strickler", Paducah
Major; Mathematics
Joan Carolyn Stumbo, Printer
Major; Elementary Education
Michael Joseph Stump, Ashland
Major: English
Martha C. Sullivan", Lexington
Major: Health, Physical Education and
Recreation
Nancy Louise Summerville, Louisville
Major: Elementary Education
Jan Stephen Sumner, Kearney, N. J.
Major: Business Education (General
Business)
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Glenda Kellen Sutton, Henderson
Major; Social Studies (Junior High)
Ruth Lee Sutton, Lexington
Major: English
Sherry Hibberd Szarka j) j), Radcliff
Major; Elementary Education
Johnny Carmel Tackett?", Rush
Major: Business Education (General
Business)
Lloyd Thomas 'I'ackett" ", Georgetown
Major: Business Education (Accounting)I
Norma Fuller Tackett, Lexington
Major; Elementary Education
Ann Sharon Tandy, Lexington
Major; Elementary Education
Anna Mae A. Tarpine, Westville, N, J,
Major: Health and Physical Education
Phyllis Ann Tarter" 0, Nancy
Major: Business Education (Secretarial)
Ann Call Taylor, Suffolk, Va.
Major: Elementary Education
Catherine Fruth Taylor", Lexington
Major: English
Paul Franklin Taylor, Lexington
Major: History
Howard Glen Teater" 0, Nicholasville
Major; Health and Physical Education
Nicholas Lawrence Temple", Louisville
Major: History
Darwin J. Thomas III, Mount Eden
Major: History
Linda Sue Thomaa't ", Baxter
Major: Elementary Education
Carolyn Dorcas Thomason, Leitchfield
Major: English (Junior High)
Donna Marie Thompsono"', Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
James Hamilton Thompson, Brandenburg
Major: Political Science (Junior High)
Norma Jeanne Thompson, Louisville
Major; Speech and Hearing Therapy
Patsy Berry Thompson, Brandenburg
Major: Speech and Drama
Phyllis Ann Thompson °", Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
Kendall Owens Threlkeld, Owensboro
Major; History






PatriciaGray Tucker", Dayton, O.
Major: Elementary Education












IreneLynn VanSciver, Vincentown, N. J.
Major: Elementary Education








KathleenA. vtncent" ", Lexington
Major: Elementary Education




MaryFrances walker" ", Owensboro







AnnHallett ware, Ft. Mitchell
Major: Speech and Hearing Therapy
Jean Gover Watkins, Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
Charles Douglas WatsonH, Burnside
Major: Elementary Education
Marilyn Diane Watsonoo, Dixon
Major: Elementary Education
Terrie Jean WeddleH, Frankfort
Major: Elementary Education
Wenda Pritchett Weeks, Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
Susan Weeter" 0, Louisville
Major: Elementary Education
Gloria Jean Welch 0, Covington
Major: Health and Physical Education
and Sociology
Sandra Gayle Welchoo, Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
Glen Ray WellsH, Wurtland
Major: Science
Michael Edwin Wells", Lexington
Major: English
Rose Hager Wellso, Lexington
Major: English
Kenneth Allen Wendel, Ft. Thomas
Major: Social Studies





Pamela Whittinghill °0, Louisville
Major: Business Education (General
Business)
Gladys Turner Willey, Versailles
Major: Health, Physical Education and
Recreation
Elaine F. WilliamsH, Bowling Green
Major: Business Administration and
Business Education
Rose A. Simons Williams", Paint Lick
Major: Elementary Education
Sherrill Ross Williams" 0, Hodgenville
Major: History and Political Science
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Ruth Frances wtllramsonv ", Pittsburgh,
Pa.
Major: Elementary Education
Mary Ann Willmoth, Elizabethtown
Major: Elementary and Special
Education: (Trainable Mentally
Retarded)
Linda Lewis Wills, Shelbyville
Major: Elementary Education
Elizabeth Ann Wilson, Lexington
Major: Elementary Education
Jo Ann Wilson", Frankfort
Major: Elementary Education
Lynda Davis Wilson, Lexington
Major: English
Susan G. Wilson, Lexington
Major: Health, Physical Education and
Recreation
Claudia Ann Wilt", Maysville
Major: Biological Science
Patricia Ann Wohrley", Hebron
Major: Elementary Education
Amanda Fetter WoodardH, Louisville
Major: English
Melissa Foster Woodyard, Ft. Mitchell
Major: Special Education: Speech and
Hearing Therapy
Belinda Jane Wuerth, Anchorage
Major: Elementary Education
Donna Lynn Yanek, Clark, N. J.
Major: Elementary Education
Sally Davis Yarmuth, Louisville
Major: History
Rita M. Yerkes, Louisville
Major: Health, Physical Education and
Recreation
Wendy Ann Yohe, Monongahela, Pa.
Major: Elementary Education
Sheila Littrell Young"", Florence
Major: Elementary Education
James F. Zabierek, Chelmsford, Mass.
Major: English and History
College of Business and
Economics
Dean: Charles Foster Haywood
Bachelor of Science in Commerce
Allen Hershell Aboffoo, Louisville
Robert Luther Abrams" ". Lexington
James Richard Acomb ", Mansfield, O.
Ivan Kent Albert, Williamson, W. Va.
John Herbert Allen" ", Brandenburg
Joey Busath Bailey, Jeffersontown
Fred Rodgers Baker, If.H, Lexington
William Harold Baker(! (1, Lexington
Joseph Michael Barber, Muncie, Ind.
Richard Annetts Bean (I, Lexington
William Wallace Bryan, [r., Hopkinsville
Kenneth Lee Burke, Lexington
Gary Michael Burnett, Vine Grove
Lawrence Norris Cambron, Louisville
James F. Carothers, jr., Bardstown
Michael Keays Carpenter" (/,
Montgomery, Pa.
Riley Thomas Case, Georgetown
William Arthur Cheek II'" Louisa
David Morris Clark", Lexington
Frank Yankey Cloyd", Richmond
James W. Compton, Lexington
Allen Russell ConradH, Falmouth
Robert Todd Cunningham", Louisville
Christopher Dcbbyn", Laurel, Md.
Roger Lansing Dotson, Jenkins
Carrell Lee Eakle" 0, Lexington
Arthur W. Eddleman?", Springfield
Don Richard Ershig, Henderson
Gary C. Foust, Lexington
Fred Devon Friedmann, Jeffersontown
George Elias Oeorge"", Louisville
Peter E. Glazier, Lexington
Carl Stephen Clobash", Lexington
Edward Stephen Crazul"", Saddle River,
N. J.
Carl Randall Greenup, Georgetown
Harold Newton Haleyv", Lexington
Jimmy Martin Hammond", Lexington
John Corydon Harris 00 , Highland Park,
Ill.
H. Cove Heilbronner" 0, Henderson
Thomas Ferrell Henry", Lexington
Joseph A. Hicks, Jr., Lexington
Leslie Hoffmann, Lexington
William Michael jacobs?", Nicholasville
Caroline Newell [ones", Owensboro
Kurt Albert Keller", Bronxville, N. Y.
George Gilbert Lacy, Lexington
James Ralph Lacy °0, Hopkinsville
Russell C. Lay, Lexington
Ronald Arch Leger" 0, Middletown, O.
Thomas Dudley Lloyd", Ft. Thomas
Danny Bruce Looney, Paintsville
Thomas Dewey Lumley, Lexington
Townsell Gordon Marshall, Jr. 00,
Middletown, O.
Brian Jeffrey Matthews't ", Washington,
N. J.
Harry Randall Mayo, Ashland
Paul Trent McGinnis °0, Ashland
Austin Lynn McGlothino, Loyall
Charles H. Meng, Jr.H, Ghent
Stephan Ray Miller:", Louisville
Gerard Allen Mwphyoo, Arcadia, Calif.
Joseph Anthony NewbergOO, Lexington
Kenneth Roy Noble", Ft. Lauderdale,
Fla.
Michael J. Nord °0, Lexington
John Russell Ott, Lexington
Kenneth John Palm green, Lexington
James Lloyd Parsonsoo, Frankfort
Randol Stephen PenningtonOo, Lexington
Bruce Haldeman Platt, [r., Ashland
John Jude Plummer'' ", Lexington
Derek James PotterU, Elkhorn City
James C. Pulliam, Aurora, Ill.
David Alvin Reid °", Lexington
Mariam Thomas juchardson" ",
Lexington
Ann B. RoseH, Louisville
Robert Howard Boush"", Radcilff
Howard Albert Settle, Lexington
Charles duPont Shaffer" 0, Lexington
Joe Benny SmithlOO, Lexington
Morris Alexander Smithee, Glasgow
Michael Irvin Sparrow" 0, Lawrenceburg
Michael Wesley Taylor, Lexington
Alan Charles Theobald 0, Louisville
Michael Louis Tomasettt" ", 'Washington,
N. J.
James Carl Tunstill", Lexington
Richard B. VanAntwerpoo, Paducah
John Dixon Waite, Lexington
Reuben Glenn Walker, Jr.oo, Marion
Frederick Karl Walz" 0, Lexington
John Henderson Way IIIu, Carrollton
William David Wheatley, Bardstown
J. B. Whitaker, Winchester
Richard Floyd Wilkins, Frankfort
Jimmie Lynn Williams, Lexington
David Clifford Wilson" 0, Lexington
Jerry Wayne Wilson", Princeton
William Kenneth Wood, Montgomery,
Ala.
Calvin Glenn Woodwardoo, Covington
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Robert Drake Worthington III, Lexington
Robert Fielding YoungU, Bagdad
Bachelor of Science in Accounting
William Douglas Adams" 0, Lexington
Jerry Dallas Allen, Lynn
Donald Baker, Covington
David Allan Beshara, New Lexington, O.
Mary Ann Blanford, Henderson
William J. Brady, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
Louis C. Broghamer" ", Ft. Thomas
Bruce Allen Buchananoo, Fowler, Ind.
James Raymond Bnhr" ", Ft. Mitchell
David Mark Burgess, Morganfield
David Gene Caines", Ashland
James Crum III lO ", Prestonsburg
John Thomas Crutcber" ", Lexington
Michael Lee Dailey" 0, Highland Heights
Richard Allen Danser" 0, Lexington
Surur Joseph Dawahare, Pikeville
Billy David Deaton, Beattyville
Charles David Downey" 0, Franklin
Janis Elaine Earle, "Vest Paducah
Katherine Scott Elliston, Frankfort
Charles Fletcher ° 0, Florence
LeRoy Fowler", Lexington
Gary Lynn Coble" ", Auxier
Don Carlos Craeter" ", Louisville
Timothy Galen Grahl, Eden, Wis.
Kenneth Neal Hall, Cumberland
James Veston Haner, Dixon
Earnest Baton Harris, jr., Lexington
William Charles Hauser, Covington
Thomas Rankin Herndon, Jr.o, Lexington
William Frank Houser, [r., Ashland
Robert Joseph Hudson, Lexington
Lonnie Steven Ingram, Covington
Kenneth Wayne Innes, Lexington
Dian Marion Johnson, Sulisburg, Md.
'William Mikail Loar" 0, Ashland
Michael Homer Losev"", Somerset
William Paul Manda, Jr.OI>,Covington
James Richard MartinO<'>,Charleston,
W.Va.
Thomas Joseph Mathews", New Lenox,
Ill.
James William May, Greenup
Edward Anthony Mayer, Louisville
Jere Russell Mclntyre", Flemingsburg
James Edward Morrison, Lexington
Anthony Wayne Murphy, Jeffersontown
Tony Boyd Muse, Stanford
WilliamO. Musgrave, Lexington
Denver Lee Nelson, Jr. 00, Lexington
EvaJo Nevius", West Liberty




RobertStephen Owen" ", Madisonville
DianaJune Parker, Maysville




WilliamRichard Pulliam ° 0, Frankfort
RichardAdam Haderer, [r., Louisville
DouglasLee Ragland" 0, Burlington
DarrellRay Ratliff", Ezel
Edwin Lee Hobertson" ", Wellsburg,
W. Va.
WalterLenzy Roycel>, Midway
StephenThomas Hudd" ", Paduach
KarenDee Schalk, Alexandria
RichardGregg Schultev ", Bellevue
James Carlton Shufllebarger, Alexandria
StevenD. Singleton, Louisville
BruceEvans Smith, Ashland
RobertDouglas Stinson °0, Lexington





Daniel Greene Watkins, Hindman
StevenLuther West, Murray




Bachelor of Business Administration
BarryKeith Allen, Indianapolis, Ind.
KennethMichael Antrobus, Ft. Thomas
Mertle Gail Amold°Oo, Owensboro




DavidHill Banks", Fairfield, Conn.
LarryDean Banks, Dayton, O.
RoyThomas Barnett, Jr. °0, Central City
JohnArea Begley, Beattyville
JamesPatrick Benassi f '", Frankfort
John Keith Benson">, Lexington
JamesGregory Bentley, Neon
FrankKogler Bird, Somerville, N. J.
CatherineDianne Blakeman, Henderson
DarrellWayne Blevins", Lexington
DavidSlater Bowen 00 , Louisville
Carl Elton Bowman, Jr. 00, Middletown,
O.
Michael Duke Boyles, LaGrange
Michael Ray Bradley, Powderly
James Nicholas Bradye ", Ft. Thomas
Thomas Gregory Breitenstein,
Ft. Thomas
Timothy Paul Brian 00, Louisville
Herbert Lee Brown"'o, Lexington
Alvan Harris Burdenl>l>, Independence
George Anthony Busseni " ", Lexington
James Beckham Carmicaloo, Harlan
Larry Gregory Corea ° 0, Williamson,
W. Va.
Robert Allan Cerwin 1>, Cicero, Ill.
Kenneth Ray Chapman, Zebulon
Robert Michael Clinard, Lexington
Frank Edward Coggins", Louisville
Dennis Edwin Coleman, Elkhorn City
Marian Spragens Cook, Lebanon
Byron Coleman Daniel, Lexington
Johnny William Datzek, Flemington,
N. J.
Douglas A. Dausman, Louisville
Beattie Middleton DeLong, Jr. ° 0,
Ft. Thomas
Edward B. Diehl, Erlanger
Glen Alan Dietrich, St. Louis, Mo.
Harold Andrus Douthittv'", Jackson
Dennis Allen Driver, Calvert City
James Stuart Dunkin", Paducah
Len C. Duren, Ashland
Sharan Hudson Eikelberger" 00, Lexington
Robert Allan Elliott, Bromley
Philip Robert Feigel, Jr., Lexington
Dennis Charles Feldhaus" ", Covington
James Joseph Feyko" ", Trenton, N. J.
William Robert Fore" l'I, Lexington
Gary Lee Gabbard, Ft. Thomas
Edward Michael Gallagher, Lexington
Thomas Nelson Gauspohl, Bellevue
Warren Jay Gibson, Danville
Dan Rhorer Glass, Ir., Wilmore
Dennis E. Olldden" ", Lexington
Charles Edwin Gorton, Lexington
James Craig Gossman°l'l, Louisville
Patrick Robert Cravlss, Lexington
Paul Angelo Greco, Lexington
Buford Wood Guerrant, jr., Danville
Joe Raymond Hammond, N. Harwell,
N. Y.
Noel Anne Hanna, Lexington
Ernest Leo Harris, Jr.oo, Prospect
Gary R. Hams" ", Muncy, Pa.
Charles Kent Hatfield, Lexington
Robert Francis Hellard" ", Lexington
William Murle Henderson, jr.,
Homestead, Fla.
Owen Davis Hendrixson, Lexington
Dana Jackie Hicks, Langley
Ronald Adam Hollingerv ", Mansfield, O.
John Marvin Homer, North Canton, O.
Robert Allen Huebener" ", Godfrey, Ill.
Richard Allen Hughes, Ashland
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Carol Lynn Hume, Ashland
Mack Hampton Hunter, jr., Winchester
Arthur Ray Hutcherson, Louisville
Joseph Elias Isaac III, Lexington
Stephen Randall Jackson, Ashland
Hugh Allen james" 0, Lexington
Dennis Robert Joyce, Minoa, N, Y.
William Herman Kaiser, Newport
Darrell Dwayne King, Pine Knot
John Paul Kohleroo, Tiffin, O.
Robert Joseph Kohrs, Newport
Joseph Gary KristoffH, Joffre, Pa.
David Robert Lairson, Covington
Robert Mark Lane, Wilmington, O.
William Yates Lansing, Staten Island,
N. Y.
Frank Ledford, Jr., Radcliff
George W. Lee, Ft. Thomas
Howard L. Lewis, Erlanger
Thomas Michael Lowe" ", Vanceburg
Darlie Raymond Lykins, Jr., Sebree
Wallace MacGregor, Dayton, O.
Linda Fay Mansfieldoo, Lexington
Quinten Byck Marquette, Falmouth
Robert Shelton MartinOO, Ft. Mitchell
John Alexander Mattinglyl'lO, Hodgenville
Larry Holmes Maxey" 0, Momingview
James A. Mclsrayer" ", Lawrenceburg
James Joseph McCarthyOo, Ft. Thomas
Jerry Dalie McCormick, Cobb
Herbert Louis McKee°l>, Smith Mills
David L. Meier, Covington
Joseph Randall Miller, Benton
Wayne Brent Milleroo, Erlanger
Stewart Edwin Mooney", Slemp
Dale Edward Moore, Ashland
Mary Preston Morris, Lexington
Charles Edward Moss" 0-, Ludlow
R. Fielding Neel, jr.", Finchville
Marsha Elaine Nestor, Lexington
James Malcolm Newman", Henderson
Gary Robert Noll, Ludlow
Richard Harry Palmer, Springfield, Va.
Roger Davis Parks, Kettering, O.
John Richard Porter, Stanville
Alan Robert Profitt, Dayton, O.
Owen Bryan PrudenOoo, Owensboro
William Marion Rice, Stanford
John William Richardson 00 00, Arlington,
v«.
James Eugene Rogers, Danville
Samuel Edwin Hupured", Lexington
Richard Michael Sanders, South Bend,
Ind.
Joseph Anthony Schenk, Dayton
Scott Paul Scholloo, Hamburg, N. Y.
Thomas Louis Schuster" ", Louisville
James Shelton Scrcghan" Il, Louisville
Scott Sandon Seibert" 00, Lexington
Eric M. Sevdy, Anchorage
Lois Wolking Sherman, Louisville
Kurtz Wayne Sinunons't ", Irvington
George G. Sirk, Jr. 00, Paducah
Harry Lee Smith 1*, Lexington
John Raymond Smith, Williamson, W. Va.
James Thomas Soder, Madisonville
Michael Lee Stevens" 1*, Hamilton, O.
Oscar G. Stoll, jr., Louisville
Sammy Chaim Sussmanl*~, Wilmington,
Del.
Bernard A. Tamme, Danville
Julian Allen Taylor, Bardstown
Ronald Wesley Tayloroo, Lexington
Samuel Weaver Tinsley III, Darien, Conn.
Joseph Richard Tramontano" 1*,
New Haven, Conn.
Donnie Earl Tucker, Casey Creek
Job Darbin Turner III, Lexington
Daniel Louis Twehuesoo, Covington
James Alford Waddell °0, Louisville
Gardner David Wagers, Winchester
William Rodney Warren, Ft. Mitchell
Thomas Mills Watkins III, Lexington
Richard Spurr Webb IV, Lexington
James Larry Whitledgeoo, Lexington
Robert Berry Wiley, Lexington
Robert Burton Williams, Bowling Green
Martin Alexander Wilson, Louisville
Joseph Anthony wtnterbergerv ",
BUller, N. J.
Bachelor of Science in Business and
Economics
Robert Andrew Batts", Lexington
David George Bogner" 0, Ft. Mitchell
Robert Creason Hrown'":", Mayfield
Stanley Wayne Browntng"", Louisville
Mark Lee Cook, Louisville
Frank John Cutadean, Media, Pa.
Nicholas M. Drakos, Ketering, O.
Robert Morris Duncan, Shaker Heights,
O.
Alan D. Ferrell, St. Albans, w. Va.
Garry Lee Frederick" 0, Corbin
George Patrick French, Uniontown
Robert Charles Freppon, Highland
Heights
James Earl Otbson'' ", Cromona
Michael Douglas Gilmore, Owensboro
Tanya Maria Gritz, Arlington, Va.
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James Patrick Hamilton, Springfield
Neil Peter Hansen, Palmetto, Fla.
Michael Lee Harrison 0, Bluefield, Va.
Hayward Conrad Haynes II, Georgetown
Robert Landis Hitch 01*, Ft. Mitchell
Robert Francis Houlihan, Lexington
Thomas Leonidas Huckaby, Louisville
James Larry jobe'' ", Elizabethtown
Peter Otto Kayserv ", Valley Station
Glenn Robert Kratz, Jacksonville, Fla.
Stephen Daryl Krentzv'", Ft. Thomas
Gail Bradford Leslie, Lexington
Douglas Rochester Losey", Eubank
Robert W. McKay, Erlanger
Richard Scott Montgomery, Owensboro
David James Obradovichu, Pompano
Beach, Fla.
Michael Leroy Parker, Dayton
David Robert Shepherd, Louisville
Keith Barton Simmons, Barlow
Thomas Byrne Strode 00, Lexington
Louis Jacob Syrkus, Philadelphia, Pa.
Dale Warren Tellefsen, Elmhurst, Ill.
Charles Thomas Willson, Covington
Stephen King Wilson, Cave City
College of Pharmacy
Dean: Joseph Vincent Swintosky
Doctor of Pharmacy
Jerry Bain Iobnsons ", Lexington
Mary Patricia Moynahan'"'", Nicholasville
Bachelor of Science in Pharmacy
Kathy J0 Alderdice, Smithland
Michael R. Allen, Stanton
Verlon Banks, Lexington
Michael Dennis Becker, Louisville
Richard Charles Berchou, [r-, Blasdell,
N. Y.
Marvin Francis Blanford, Henderson
Joseph Philip Bowling Loretto
Denny Charles Briley, Louisville
William Cecil Brown, London
Johnny Wayne Burkett, Greenville
Rebecca Lee Bushong, Owensboro
Linda Kay Byrum, Adairville
Lois Annette Carpenter, Carlisle
Kenneth Ray Chasteen, Louisville
Gary Wayne Combs, Covington
George Mason Combs, Lexington
James Donald Cooper, Lexington
Gene Anne Cox, Whitesburg
Robert Edwin Cull, Lexington
Penelope Stephen Douglas, Lexington
Richard Lee Esterle, Louisville
Nancy Louise Gatson, Louisville
Larry J. Hawkins, Flemingsburg
Michael Kenneth Hayes, Hopkinsville
William Wayne Hewlett, Raceland
Bryan William LeSieur, Bowling Green
Morris Dennis Lloyd, Ir., Louisville
Marvin Moskowitz, Plainfield, N. J.
William Homer Overstreet, Paducah
David Coleman Peyton, Winchester
William Mitchell Pile, Lexington
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Timothy Michael Polk, Hopkinsville
William Douglas Poulter, Louisville
Richard Lee Ravencraft", Ashland
Felix Gene Reynolds, Mackville
Thomas Patrick Riddell, Lexington
James W. Robinette, Loyall
William Joseph Sewell, Louisville
Luther Gilmer Smith, Lexington
William Danny Stinson, Louisville
Madeline Kemper Stone, Lexington
Walter Strader Stone" 0, Lexington
Rosemary Cox Stuart, Lexington
Terry Randall Sutton, Henderson
John Cornelius Tillman, Ft. Thomas
John William Triplett, Lexington
Alan David Ward, Glasgow
James Elvin Watts", Harrodsburg
Ronald Edward Whitmore, Lexington
David Keith Yancy, Paducah
College of Nursing
Dean: Marcia Allene Dake
Bachelor of Science in Nursing
Anna Faye Abrams, Lexington
Janette Cooper Anderson, Lexington
Alice Camille Bailey, Lexington
Martha Powers Bowen, Louisville
Pamela Lyle Burch, Cynthiana
Linda Pearl Caldwell, Sardinia, O.
Madonna Dale Carter, Spottsville
Karen Rovelle Choate, Lexington
Barbara French Cooper, Lexington
Barbara Ann Davis, Madisonville
Lois Roberta Davis, Lexington
Patricia Anne Donovan, Louisville
Julie Church Ernig, Owensboro
Ann Harriott Enderly, Ft. Wayne, Ind.
Patricia Young Ferrell, Medina, O.
Dorcas Ann Fleetwood, Lexington
Martha Jane Gee, Lawrenceburg
Sherrill Elizabeth Gibson, Lexington
Donna Wyatt Honaker, Lexington
Shirley Ann Horstman, Fern Creek
Hollace Kay Hughes, Carrollton
Doralyn Brashear Hurt, Lexington
Roxana Marcella Jacobs, Lexington
Ruth Oma Johnson, Hopkinsville
Diane Marie Kuehn, Paducah
Gayle Marie Lannert, Louisville
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Ruth Anne Matthews, Louisville
Martha Ann Morrison, Cincinnati, O.
Suzanne Lesta Palmer, Cincinnati, O.
Patricia Harrison Powers, Lexington
Jeanne Ann Regnier, Kankakee, IlL
Carol Wille Rose, Lexington
Louise Marie Sethmann, Louisville
Jeanne Gaines Smith, Georgetown
Kathryn Elaine TePas, Portsmouth, o.
Kathryn Elizabeth Webeler, Cincinnati,
o.
Ruth Alice B. White, Loyall
Shirley Fae Willhite, Middletown











Martha Daily Alexander" <I , Lexington
Otmer Albert Alexander, jr., Evansville,
Ind.
Thomas Gene Allen, Hagerstown, Ind.
Lee Roy Ash, Louisville
Jack Hughson Ballard II, Barbourville
Donald William Bataille, Sparta, N. J.
Gerald Thomas Boston, Louisville
Alan G. Brown, Lexington
Duane Keith Culp, Lexington
Clifford B. Curry" 1/1, Bloomington, Ind.
\
Jesse Curtis Davis, jr., Richmond
Jay DeChesere, Lexington
Warren E. Denny, Lexington
Katherine Asbury Duke, Morgantown,
Ind.
David Russell Edrington, Arlington
J. Patrick Fugeman, Ashland
John Russell Groves, Lexington
'William Dayton Hatcher III, Somerset
Day Surles johnston", Louisville
James Wilhoite Lancaster, Independence
Kenneth Lee Lewis", Louisville
James Ray Love, Lexington
Danny Kyle McDaniel, Birmingham, Ala.
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john A. Meadows, Lexington
Ronald W. Moss, Glasgow
Michael Thomas Osborne, Louisville
John w. PageH, Lexington
Kenneth Ray Smith", Louisville
Gene Phillip Souder, Valley Station
James Anthony Stallard, Lexington
Daniel A. Sullivan III, Silver Springs, Md.
George Carlisle Vaughn, Lexington
Nick Lee Warren, Lexington
Charles Wesley Williams, Richmond
Manfred W. Wolters, Hewitt, N. J.
George Wesley Worley, Lexington
School of Allied Health
Professions
Dean: Joseph Hamburg
Bachelor of Science in
Dental Hygiene
Judy Ellen Burgess, Oak Ridge, Tenn.
Margo Cynthia Cohen, Bremerton, Wash.
Sharon G. Hnrd" ", Lexington
[anene Ann Kruse, Tacoma, Wash.
Jere Fran Luscher, Lexington
Nancy Marie McKissock, Panama City,
Fla.
Carileen Fay Osinga, Bellflower. Calif.
Lujean Ardith Spielman, Westbrook,
Minn.
Jean Kaoru Sugasawara, Altadena, Calif.
Sally Ray Willis, Louisville
Bachelor of Science in Medical
Technology
Freda McIntosh Blankenship. Ft. Mitchell
Veida Worthington Blickoo, Lexington
Gail Jean Brandt, Louisville
Judy Hays Duckett, Rockford, O.
Stephen Wayne Duckett, Somerset
Clyde H. Elder, [r., Paducah
Georgia Ann Elliate" (!- , Yosemite
Jane Dorian Eyre, Ashland
Donna Smith Freeman, Lexington
Mary Jo FryU, Bellevue
Ronnie Gene Griffith, Lexington
David Lee Onmes" ", Lexington
Johanna Hull Helphinstine, Maysville
Wilbur Louis Krapke, jr., Lexington
Linda Ann Lairson 00, Covington
Janis Murphy, Mt. Sterling
Barbara Elizabeth Payne, Paramus, N. J.
Bachelor of Science in Public Health
Linda Lou Biggerstaff, Whitesburg
Berman Cecil Gibson, Lexington
Judy Lane Kirklandoo, Lexington
Audrey Belle vtctor" ", Lexington
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Bachelor of Science in
Physical Therapy
Brenda F. Baker, Alexandria
[ana Marie Brizendine, Owensboro
Patricia Ann Brown, Old Hickory, Tenn.
Suzanne Marie Cecil, Louisville
Linda Cordell, Somerset
Elizabeth Lynn Douthttt" ", Jackson
John Brooks Gabriel, Nicholasville
Mary Evans Martin, Lexington
Susan Anne Rasor, Lexington
Charlotte Pratt Stoneburner, Hubbard, O.
Carolyn Brooks Thaxton, Winchester
Carol K. Wright, Worthville
Bachelor of Science in
Home Economics
Darla Kay Allen, Lexington
JenniferCrickmer Baker" (!, Lexington
Lura Ann Baker", Grayson
MaryElizabeth Barnett, Princeton, N. J.
Margaret Anne Bault, Columbia
JohannaBeluk, Lakewood, O.
Nancy Jane Bement", Howells, N. Y.
Linda Clary Bivens", Lexington
Cheryl Yvonne Blanton, Lynch
[cannaDusserde Barenne Blundell",
Rockville, Md.
Lynne Thompson Bowling", Loretta
BetteKyleen Campbell, Whitesburg
Carol Frances Capriccio, Watertown,
Mass,
ErnestineLee Carlisle, Valley Station
SullyWeaver Carpenter, Union
Linda Lee Carver, Vanceburg
Cheryl Frances Vincell Case, Cynthiana
Elizabeth Ann Clay, Carlisle
Paulette L. Cole, Mahwah, N. J.
Eugenia Kersting Cox" ", Ft. Knox
Edith Irene Curry, Varney
G. Cheryl Davidson, Crane Nest
Sharon Carpenter Denny'' ", Shelbyville
Sharon Lee Hall Hadley, Banner
Martha Ellen Harney, Cynthiana
Sherry K. Haxby, Westport, Conn.
Cheryl Lee Hendren, Paint Lick
Kaye Cundiff Holbrook, Pine Ridge
Gina Jean Holtsinger "", Clinton, Tenn.
Shirley Lynn House, London
Thelma Louise Jackson I> 0-, Barbourville
Mary Carolyn Jasper, 'Winchester
Linda Marie Kayser, Louisville
Linda Faye Carroll Kincaid 0-, Paintsville
Juanita S. Kllagtn" ", Flushing, N. Y.
Mary Margaretha Korfhage", Fern Creek
Marsha Hiatt Maupin'":", Richmond
Sharon Russell Mayhugh, Louisville
Sandra Lawson Miller, Ashland
Susan Hall Montgomery, Lexington
Mary Berry Moore, La Plata, Md.
Lillie Ann Morris, Tyner
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Lucy Marie Morrow, Louisville
Martha Allen Nail, Calhoun
Nancy Lou Nrelsen'' ", Cleveland, O.
Mary Ann Nee", Paint Lick
Susan Yvonne Orndorff, Winchester
Connie Lynn Patton, East Bernstadt
Linda Nell Pendley G- flo, Lexington
Gail Netherland Perkins, Lexington
Brenda Donita Pinson#!>, Pikeville
Jane Ann Reeves, Hodgenville
Alice Woodford Reynolds, Paris
Charlotte Anita Richardson,
Independence
Susan Jane Bollov ", Ft. Mitchell
Sarah Louise Shadle, Paducah
Diane R. Soltess" ", Cumberland
Dinah Lynch Taylor", Barbourville
Laurel Adele Vandemark, Elyria, O.
Leona Grace Webb, Radcliff
Sharon Jean Webb, Louisville
Anne Rice Wilson, Paris
Donna Beasley Winthrop, Reed
Rosalie Wright" ". Summer Shade
Graduates with Honors
Students are graduated ''With High Distinction" who attain a standing of 3.6 or higher for at least three
years. Students are graduated "With Distinction" who attain a standing of 3.4 to 3.6 for at least three years.
A student who has spent only two years at the University may receive either of the above honors if he attains
a standing of .2 higher than the three-year requirement.
Those students eligihle for these awards are identified hy the white braided cord worn on the left shoulder.
Janet Sue Anderson"
Bill Earl Barnett IIIl 0-
Bettina Arlene Borst't "
Linda Sherry Burkhart't "
Lawrence Ray Catlett" (I
Rex Albert Conner"
Betty Sue Brandon Cook" 0
John Thomas Crutcherf "
Susan Vowels Esterle't "
Thomas Charles Fee?"
Julia Allison Cilmore"
Robert Bryant Kenney, Jr.o-
Dare R. Miller" 0-
Joyce Tudor Montgomery't "
Alice Jane Habuck'""
Laura Luckey Sauer" flo
Gwen Peek Simpsonf "
Joe Benny Smith"'O
Harry Turner Taylor, If.Of!;
























































































Lynn Marie Betzler? <I-
Caroline Hill Broadwater" °
Ronald Lee Browns"
Wendell Bruce Carver"
Ellen Marie Eades" °
Jerry Allen Caines"
Jane Ellen Oard"




Michael David Needlemans "
Constance Jones RidingsOO
Richard Gregg Schulte't "
Betty Bowling Shermanv "











Philip W. Westerman't "
Linda Lee White <) <)



































Honors in Accounting-John Thomas Crutcher" "
Don Carlos Craeter" (I;
Richard Gregg Schultev "
Honors in Animal Sciences-Robert Lee Noe
Susan Sullivan
Honors in Artc-Susan Lynne Brittingham
Mary Teresa Hancock
Diane Elaine Heilenman
Honors in Business Administration-Roy Thomas Barnett"
Carl Elton Bowman't "
Robert Allen Cerwin (I
Frank Edward Coggins"
Honors in Economics-James Larry Iobe""
Honors in French Language and Literature-Leonora Alvarez-Villabona
Janet Kay Gardner
Ann Elizabeth Glover
Carlene A. Marcinek Russell






Honors in Social Work-T'eggy Ann Percefull




Those students eligible for these awards are identified by the braided blue and




















Gifford Blyton, College of Arts and Sciences
John W. Greene, Jr., M.D., College of Medicine
Albert S. Levy, College of Education
William Byron, Northern Community College
Charles J. Isbell, Prestonsburg Community College
John B. Sowards, Ashland Community College
THE UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
GREAT TEACHER AWARDS
In 1957 the Board of Directors of the University of Kentucky Alumni Association
established four annual awards, of $500 each, to be presented annually to members of
the University teaching and research staffs who, during the preceding two-year period
on campus, had achieved distinction in writing and/ or research and teaching. In 1966-67
an additional teaching award was established. The purpose of the awards is to recognize
achievement in these fields and to encourage further effort. In 1967-68 awards were
given exclusively for distinguished teaching. The number of awards was increased in
1968-69 to six-three were awarded to members of the faculty on the Lexington campus
and three to members of the faculty of the Community College System.





THE UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY RESEARCH FOUNDATION
FACULTY RESEARCH AWARDS
In 1968 the University of Kentucky Research Foundation established four $500
faculty research awards to University faculty members to recognize and to encourage
distinguished achievement in research and creative arts. The recipients are selected on
accomplishments made in the preceding two years.
THE RECIPIENTS OF THE 1970 FACULTY RESEARCH AWARDS ARE:
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THE PHILIP D. AND ELSIE O. SANG AWARD
In 1966 Mr. and Mrs. Philip D. Sang of Chicago, Illinois, established a $3,000
award to recognize annually the member of the graduate faculty who has made the
most outstanding contributions to graduate education at the University of Kentucky.
THE FOURTH RECIPIENT OF THE PHILIP D. AND ELSIE O. SANG AWARD
FOR 1970 IS:
Malcolm E. Jewell
THE ALGERNON SYDNEY SULLIVAN MEDALLIONS
The award is made to one man and one woman of the graduating class of the
University of Kentucky each year and to one other person who is not a student of the
University, who need not be a graduate of any college or university, but who shall have
some interest in, or association with or relation to the University of Kentucky, official
or otherwise, of a nature to make this form of recognition obviously appropriate.
fHE RECIPIENTS OF THE ALGERNON SYDNEY SULLIVAN MEDALLIONS
FOR 1970 ARE:
Martha E. Harney-Graduating Woman
Don C. Graeter-Graduating Man
Lula Hale-Citizen
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This charge and the pledge which follows
were written by Dr. Frank L. McVey, Presi-
dent of the University of Kentucky from
1917 to 1940.
Charge to the Graduating Class
On this Commencement day you stand in a new relation to the
University, to the State and to Life. The University that has given
you of its store of learning looks upon you as its sons and daughters.
The State now conceives of you as citizens, well prepared to do your
part in the government, development and guidance of the Common-
wealth.
If what you have learned while here has given you larger intellectual
interests.. and widened your powers of understanding, the University
feels a part of its duty done, and if in the doing character has become
your possession and a part of your moral fiber, the State is satisfied
with its investment of men and money.
The University trusts you have learned to approach problems with
open minds, to set aside prejudice in your judgment of men and
affairs. It hopes that you will shun evil in all its forms and be ready to
strive for what is right.
May you have in your declining years, material comfort, the respect
of your fellow citizens, the feeling of work well done, and a spiritual
and intellectual interest in human life.
Meantime, the University's honor is your honor. In your acts and
deeds you now reflect your heritage. To your fellow man, the Univer-
sity is measurey by your character, by your deeds, by the company
you keep. It is in this spirit that the University calls upon you to be
true to the larger things of life, to be men and women of courage,
integrity, sympathy, and gentleness.
By the granting of the degree you have been admitted to the
fraternity of letters, and to the larger fellowship of the University. It
is right and fitting that you should stand and solemnly raising your
right hand repeat this pledge with me:
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